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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, AUGUST 30,1889. VOLUME XX. NO. 10.
fk,.n.
v. ow; A Word With You.
We are about closing, our two
years business in Hopkinsville,
during that time we have
sold Dry Goods, Notions and Furnishing
goods cheaper than they have ever been
sold before or can be sold by other houses and we
can truthfully say that we never misrepresented
an article to make a sale.
We do a spot cash business and you only haire
to pay for what yau buy, houses who do a credit
business are bound to lose some accounts anct it
added on to those who pay cash for their goo4s.
We have better facilities to buy goods cheap thitn
any house in Kentucky.
Most Dry Goods M.erchants . see how muOh
profit they can' make, our constant endeavor is 't o
see how cheap we can sell goods. On this baSis
we have built up the largest dry goods business
in Christian county and one of the largest in the
State.
We guarantee every article sold as repre-
sented and stand ready and willing at all times to
refund money if purchase is not satisfactory. We
desire to thank our friends for the patronage so
liberally- bestowed and can assure them that for
the coming season we will be in better positiOn
than ever before to give them low prices.
BASSETT & CO.
Our Grand Fall Opei3ing will take place in September. Watch the
papers for the date.
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TO MACKINAC
SUMIMEP TOU'S.
PALACE Sy CAME WS. Lcal RATES.
roar Trip. pw n
DETROIT, MAC I 'AC ISLAND
mowers, Sault le Sr • I-. and Lake
W • P
!very Weer Das Besesies
DETROI T AND CLEVELAN1
sod.: use, Toe ease ties* hay, tees .4 fond.
Beelas Duty D.-aeon
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSSPH, MICH.
OUR Ittarterna 'co -P• ert•elL'"r"
Bars. old res... n •••• • b• ea • tett .1
ru..- •.-et, s•
E. 8 , A "
SAYRE FEMALEPAIIIPTK
A select bearding sad any school tor young ladies.
Incorporated In laSt Fur twenty years under the
charge uf the present Prins-mei. Kindergarten,
Primary, Academie and Collegiate Department*.
Art, Music, Modern Languaran, and full cutiegl-
rte Coarse. rewires systems elf MessAssa ea&
Vemeatealistes. Lance nds and buildings, wills
roper-we apparatus fur c RAS iustzuctioss Number
uf i•parder. limited to thirty-Mx. leer catalogue
apJ17 te IL FiegLELLAIk, PrilsselipaL
DETECTIVES
Wanted la ',err meaty. Shrewd aen to act slider
heetrectioaa is or cierst service. Naperi.uce aotint smart. TO 1 eterotioio,1 Detect it e. t pplkial
?wet •.:•Ip_ a.esaraitese sect isisecew. of . roe
WAr• •^..1 slow pate,* I T.-, ......•••••
• re ••:".•,•••••I. tw-ut 'Seal f 4 rt ir el.. • • ddr•••••
Tutt's Pill
FOR TORPID LIVER.
A torpid liver deramepas tate wisiel•syni
toms, and produces
Sick Headache,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Rheu-
matism, Sallow Skin and Piles. - One of the mend dealrahle realdencel. on east
Bilso,"
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
South. Curer Rheamat ism. Neuralgia.
Toothache. Earache. Sprain., Swelling. Ring-
worms. Front bites, Skin Eruptione, all Throat
and Chest Affections. etc , and a great relief
to consumptive*. If used twcording to direc-
tions and fails to give satisfaction after a suf-
ficient test is mash+, we guarantee to refund
the money. Frt.* 50 eats. For sale by
Wyly & Burnett...1. E. Gaither, II. B. Garner,
Buckner Leave!' and R. E. Christian, Hop-
kinsrille. Ky.
At wholextile by Berry. Detnoville at Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufactured only hy
Fernnlire Chemical C.,
New York and
Charleston, S. C.
S. G. BUCKNER, JAS. D HAYS.
BUCKNER & HAYS'
Real Estate.
Insurance and
Colecting Agency,
Next Door to Front Entranee of
Court House,
Hopkinsville - - Ky
CITY PROPERTY EOR SALE.
Cheap lots near R, R. water tank.
The lee house property on 7th street near
Princeton bridge. Will sell as a whole or in
lots.
Two cottages and lots on Jesup Avenue.
Very cheap.
The J. W. Daniels lot on liberty street.
will be divided into 4 or more hits.
There is no better remedy ter thee.
enessmson diseases than Tent's Liter
:tile. as a trial will prove. Price, 23es.
Sold Eveagrwhere.
T Iona mbsissiPPI ry [11
THE I
LOUISVILLE'
• AND •
MEMPHIS
\pl._ LINE
N DI VI SI ON
0a4 Lin Train
lief eeil
IZUDSVILLE and NIS3IPIIIS
With Pullman 'Butret Sleeping Cars
from and to
LOUISVILLE, MEMPHIS, VICKS-
BURG and NEW ORLEANS,
VIA MEMPHIS.
The Inc la thoroughly equipped, :snit in
Orst-clos condition, and provides, between
Loulsvitie and Memphis . Doubt • Daily Ser-
vice with Parlor cars on Dar Trains and of-
fers am excellent arraugenient of tone end
thrall/1 ears.
A nealase Is the time and advantages se-
cured by the limited express trsins: Tbe
"linefeed" leaving Louis lite at 4: 5 r. ,
daily. arriving Memphis at IV: a. m.; ant!
toe "limited" leaving Memphis at 1: le p. m ,
daily, arrives Lounsville at AO m.-Only a
night' • ride and r Ives an entire day for huei-
nous or p ensure in either city with only one
day's abeence.
The preferred route to points in West
Tenneows. Arkansas. Texan, Misaissippi,
Launder's and the south asd south-west.
The ben and quiekest route to points In
Ifamtern Kentucky, Virginia, Ohio and the
Igast. at Louisville and Cinein-
son are mode in Union depots and omnibus
transfers avoided.
TRAINS LEAVE NORTONSVILLE:
witarnssap.
No. 1-biall and expos., dal 7, . p. m.
" f--Llmited express, daily, I:37 a. m.
H-Way freight IV:S4 a. m
RASTWA MD.
No 1-Mall and express, daily, 3:511 p. m.
" A-Limited express, daily, 1 017 a. m.
.1" 12-Way frleght . 3:32p m.
-Tickets, time-tables and all desired infor-
mation secured by applying to
R. B. K EVIL, Agent.
NortonsvIlle, Ky.,
or W H. PROUTY, Gen'i. Pass Agent.
Louisville, Ky.
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One of the nest residences In the city, large
lot, house of eight rooms, all out-buildings,
fruit aud nhade trees, on west side Walnut
street Terms easy a nd price low.
AA street. large lot, 2 alleys, s room house,
ont-bni.dings, etc. Price V1,7:30
One of the largest and best appointed resi-
dences On South Main street, a ith about 1,1 3
acre lot, at a bargain.
Seven room house and all out buildings.
cistern anti large lot, all in splendid repair,
worth PAO We offer for 82,:M. Situated on
North Main street.
Four room house and lotu'Oxild feet,on South
Virginia street at a bargain.
Dwelling, store house and lot, corner 2nd
and Liberty streets-at it bargain.
The line M. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
901.160 feet, can be divided so as to make 6 good
business lots.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining Nem Era
office very cheap.
Four room house and outbuildings. nearly
new, with one of the finest loteon south Main
street. A bargain.
Three very desirable residense lots on south
Main street, one of which is well Improved.
or will *ensure whole, with about NO feet
tront.
Acre iot with improvemer ta on south side
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
17,0, acre farm, fine soil and g.sal imp-ove-
ment 5, near Church 11111, on s pithily road.
liere farm 0 ar BellevIew. kh
bottom alai, good tinil yr, and splendid Im-
provements.
I•4 acre farm. with briek ilwelling and other
good Conn, enteritis. betWeell Cox Mill road
and Chilton pike. Only 3 utiles fr  say.
ill a.•rea land each side Cox Still road, near
city 11 . its
The old Pryor Fears farm of D.3 arr. . I
milem north-east of city, Improved raid Iv eh
watered. at a bargain.
94 acre farm, woll improved, ,j.4, of a mile
north of PI'llIbroke.
1E2 acre farm, finely improved with splen-
did cuatom mill. 3' miles fr  l't tobroke,
will sell at a bargain.
Fine farm of 240 arrest, adjoining Certilean
Springs tract and extending to depot. Farin
well impro.ed, with IMO scree under ivssi
fence, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, two tenements., barn, stable
and orchard, Good for w beet, tobacco or
stock farts and at a bargain
2tiO acre farm at Friendshit., Cald-
well county, with 10 room house and
all other necessary improvements.
4116 acre farm near Garrettsliurg. Land
lirstelos and farm well improved. Every-
thing In good order. Price. $17,51n, Jne-third
cash, balance I and 2 years at 6 per cent.
3160 acre farm on Tobaceo road, between
Pembroke and Barker'. Mill, Nell Improved
and well watered Will divide into two
farms,180 and acres, giving dwellings on
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with dwellitg, barn, stabled, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 'niter east front city, and
three miles from Furgueon's Store for $0), .
Th49 finest little tartn. acres, well im-
proved, on I. A. & T. Railroad, iwt wren Oak
Grove and Damian Wet Ion, in Chrietitan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling (4.5 rooms, tobacco
barn. and soil equal to any in the Co.
ND acre farm known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place, 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the best int proved farms I n t he county and
land very fine. • bargain offered In this
property.
FOR RENT.-Cottage on Jesup
Ave. $8 per mouth.
The D. T. (*titter 411 acre farm, one of the
tined in South Christ ian. Has every neves.
tory subetantial improvement including or-
chard One mile from Elmo and only three
Mlles from Railroad Depot. To he sold for
division.
Buclincrelays
u nprecedented Attraction!OVER A MILLION DISTRIBUTED,
•S.L•
Lamina State Lottery Comiry.
Incorporated by1he Iwgislature in hell,. for
1:due:obi:lad and I heritable purpooes. and its
franehise made a part of the present Stste
Constitution, 1479, by an overwhehining
popular vote.
It* M A MWYTII DRAWINGS take place
semi-Amman)", (June and Deeember,) and
its GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of theothet ten
months of the year, and are alldrawn In
public, at tlic Academy of Music,New Or-
leans. La.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,.
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the monthly and Semi-
A nnual Itrawings of The Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company, and in person manage and
control the Drawings thentselvee, and, that
t he sallie are mnducted with honesty', fair-
ness, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the Company to use this ettrt
Caw; h fac-simlies of our signatures at-
tached in its advertimements."
J/
-Amirr,-"Alge
Comtnisitioners.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn In The Louisiana
,S)utirtt(e1,11151itt.terrsi.es which may be presented at
It. N. W A I.XSLIY, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
PIERIAN Lattarg, Pres. State Nat'l
A. ItAbnwis, Pres. New Orleans Nat'l lik.
CARL Korts, Pres. Union National Rank.
Grand Monthly Drawing,
At the Aeademy of Music. New Orleans,
Tncsday Sep. loth, leek
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
101,115r Tickets at FM; Ilal vans $10: Quarters $6:
Tenths $2; Twentieths $1.
t.twr Or PRIZES.
PRIZE OF $.110.0110 Is .... 11300.10/
I " of Blume) Is. IllfLetta
I " of 50 / is  .ne.e00
I " ot is 
 
111,15,0
2 PRIZES of 10,001/are  'AJAX)
of 5.000 are  • iti..151,
" of Linn are.  26.001)
Ili° " of •All) are .....
3S1 " of :Snare
" of XS are 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES. •
101 Prizesof $S0Oare  • . nin (530
110 .• 5.f 3051ar.• . . ono
lee " of 2110 nre  .   *
PRIESS.
W1 Prizes of $1151 are .......... Wont'
9011 " of len are .. ,
-
3,134 Prizes amounting to . $1.1erst,SO
NoTT-Tleketa drawing Capital Prizes are
not entitled to Terminal Prizes.
AGENTS WANTED.
kar- Fog CLUB RATES, or any further in-
formation desired, write legibis to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
state, Comity, Street and Number. More
rapid ret Urn mall delivery will he assured by
t-otir clad...eine an Envelope bearing your full
IMPORTA
Address M. A. DAUPHIN.
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Waehington, C.
By ordinory letter, contaidi MImey Order
's.a.e.! by sill Exnress Companiem. New York
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
Amities.' REGISTERED LETTERS ONTA S-
ING CURRENCY TO
N EW IiRLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New tlrleana, 1.a.
"REM E M BR. that the 'payment of PrIzea
la GUARANTEED BY FM NATIoNA I.
BANKS of New tinker's, and theTickets are
signed hy the President of HD lalstlilltion,
w hoar chartered rights are recognized in the
highest I 'cou rt. ; therefore, bewaresif all intlta-
lions or azionymotia mehemes."
()NE DOLLAR Is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ISKI" ED By es
in any Drawing. A nettling our name of-
(erred tor less than a boiler is a swindle.
C'jo -"v.""rf 5WINTP
EELI
"'Aar{ • UtaietasisirsaSsisir.
PAZI1.17A At .. IC. teal. larlthent sic I. saga
ri,,2_,;,:\ 7 ,.A.1.:4-,,v, . .7 / ,
, '• . - - A • ,..1,
'...e!:1 Xtr•''...t .''''''1..:;',.3.-2±;.-1-' lisi
' '''  1 ‘ \i''''' eil .1'4 3 /4 i i
• 1"...kfils,t ,
Atit',1;'' 7 i ,, s
-0:4 LI. OV:e.An! 2,,
t..• • NI 4 OE.:-.re., BP.LI a.\,,.,.
VITA t.:!!'.iitesir.
4_ 0,..z..40,,,,i til.."... ,:',[;..,i' c - ...t,.;
-",...-qt.-
i s ..,,  ,6,... ,
ri .‘liV i
81.L'Iglii"I't -/-'•
ttl
•ret
?.1..\[r.rTitt%
1100Y BELT
&ad ilustieusory-wn__ a-S- an, qt. • OtIld SC
IWO tile f4/1:•1W•,,,.....-.. Ina. AIR .nt
att. Ont. f,,pataen, dear
ral and Nerr.m. Dopilit•,0eal••
nPae. .erLi. - ▪ " .:••••4  11111.4.1. Nervous,
ne •, Trern1.1Inr II)p. 8511.1 Exhale*
bod• LPipwat•Ae r
tie i'pa.t•por of the
can- •I lad •
elk •
nobles ia or 2da. r. 1..1 A. ail these.see portal/j tO the W•dat• Cm r'"_1 organs
Mil Lads p LAT ST ....,10h1rATVer internam:tent ever
rade ant !..t Awe to all adhere. kowr hater of ae
E ectric It w•nt• the 1.0.st -this he •Ill Stet
Owen B It. It esiter.frorn 01461 as It lea IllsTrElla
OCT, • n 4 n ^be t.elt It t LSI
abat...eiga••(.1wSb.• It? randsilr. 'the electric current
la he lairrign Ina be ne it is aie.1 d so the
tots, end wern cum, ••  to 1411011 110-rs Ail,. If sow
el II • larAls* tip /.• • II ',Ivy o• Ile.. To 'bow
the LIITC•11 nontru,. " 4.1 OW' Fleet
sssie nvi ..c..111.. 11411 .1.4 eat Se. • SAS
Compagrt" I• .• Os. Thltlly 11•70. 'rash head
po*.e. fer ••.pr • t•••tod e• tup'•let.
' It'AD APPLI 1_00.
• , (I. ^ ,floitrIVT J on Vol I. MM.)
*,11111111. MO*
&our Livny Feed & SaleStille
1431Itil Slain Mt.. Hopkinsville, Hy.,
T. "Preap'r.
I Buggies, !leeks, Driving anti Saddle Horses
, always ready. Horace and Mules bought and
I sold. A eommod ions stock pen attached.
I Teams and drivers furnished to commercial
I travelers and others at any time. Provender
of all kinds for sale at Ret5 U or in Balk.
NEWS ANDCOMMENT.
•  • • U. •• as .4 • •  ••••••••%.•,.... •  •• • %Pt • •on/ A • .4.0 • •sti ••   e • en /
The Republican party in Alabama
seems , to be in desperate straits.
I Some months ago there was an-
flounced with a great flourich of
trumpett, a etimbivation to be formed
between the protection Denoverate
and Republicans which would sweep
the state from end to end. The
coalition didn't pan out very well,
and has since died for want of suste-
nance. Next a White Man's Repub-
lican party was formed in the hopes
of attracting Democrats, but inuoou-
ous desuetude set in and it is heard
of no more. The laid effort on record
is an attempt to revive the old Green-
back party, but all the lambs guinea
pigs and billy goats in the state
wont furnish enough elixir of life to
revive that old thing. Alabama is
Demoeratic to the backbone
A dispatch from Indianapolis says
that old soldiers are aghast at the de-
cision of the Civil Service Com-
mission lu reference to the appoint-
ment of persons eligible in the rail-
way mail service. The decision iu
effect is that honorably discharged
soldiers are not to be given preference
over civilians who have attained a
high grade in the examination unless
they were discharged from service
for disability contracted during their
terms of enlistment. The decision
is a wise aud just one. The people of
this country are getting tired of seeing
heroes made of men who carried a
gun for a month or two some twenty-
tive years ago.
And now comes the Bowling Green
Times and wants to know Mr. Mc-
Kenzie's intentions with regard to
the senatorial race. The Times fa-
vors the gentleman, and thinks its
high time he was at work, if he ex-
pects to capture the plum. It has
been but a few days since ti‘e New
ERA answered a query of this sort
for the tenth time ie the affirmative,
but it seems that every editor re-
quires individual notice.
W. A. Gamble, a good Republican
recently appointed Deputy United
States Marshal at Birmingham, Ala.,
has been arrested charged with tak-
ing money from two men and agree-
ing to quash indictments against
them for violation of the revenue
laws.
Prof. Wiggins of the Doiniulon of
Canada, is about to be knighted by
Queen Victoria for distinguished
services. We move the elevation by
the governor of Joe Mulhatton to the
title of Colonel.
C. C. Lybarger, postmaster at Mill-
wood, 0., shot at his daughter, but
missed her anti killed hi* wife. He
then blew out his own brains.
The Spring Lake reservoir, near
Fiskville, It. I., broke yesterday af-
ternoon. Three persons were
drowned.
Secretary Tracy put in some good
Sunday work yesterday inspecting
torpedo boats at Providence, R. I.
The weekly crop bulletin from
Washington says the outlook for the
crops is more favorable.
Kilrain arrived at Purvis, Miss.,
yesterday. He will be released to-
day on a $2,000 bond.
Advices from China report great
loss of life and property by floods and
earthquake shocks.
WHOLESALE HANGING.
New York City's Hartman Kept Quite
lin.y This Morning.
CINCINNATI, 0., Aug., 2.3.-Four
murderers were hanged this morning
in the Tombs in New York: Nolan,
Packenhatn, Lewis and Carolin. The
first two were hanged at 6:49 o'clock ;
Lewis and Carotin at 7:03. Lewis
was strangled to death. Carotin pro-
tested his innocence as he stood under
the fatal noose.
The Louhsville Southern C pieced.
I.EXIMIT0N, KY., August :M.-The
Louisville Southern road was com-
pleted Saturday by the finishing
touches being added to the great high
bridge over the Kentucky river at
Tyrone. An txcursion traiu from
Louisville and one front Lexington
met aLTyroue and the representatives
of both cities on board the trains
witnessed the laying of the last rail.
This completes this valuable road,
which will, no doubt, be one of the
best in the state.
Ready to Bust.
Ns:m.1.011T, KV., August 20.-Mr.
H. A. Shriven, the lessee of the New-
port Steel & Iron Work**, within two
years has been worth $200,000. It is
now a current report that his sure-
ties will ask a receiver to be ap-
pointed. It is known that he has
borrowed $70,000 from building asso-
ciation**, to many, if not most of
which he is said to be in arrears.
There is no doubt that the matter
will be brought into the courts
speedily.
Stabbed to Death.
SOMERSET, KY., Aug. 28.-While
D. J. Sharp was giving testimony in
a case in which a Miss Goodman was
interested she exclaimed, "That's a
lie" to some etatement. Sharp sprang
up and slapped her in the face. Her
brother, Ileury Goodman, stabbed
Sharp to death. Goodman was ar-
rested.
Rev. J. W. Biugham will deliver
the opening address of West Ken-
tucky College, South Carrollton, Sep-
tember 9th. His subject will be
"Progress."
Best Cough Cure.
Fur all diseases of the Throat and
Lungs, uu remedy is so safe, speedy;and
certain as Ayer'. Cherry PeetoraL
An indispensable family medicine.
" I find Ayer's Cherry Pectoral an
invaluable remedy' for colds, coughs,
and other ailments of the throat and
lungs." - M. 8. Randall, '..V4 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y.
" I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
for bronchitis and
Lung Diseases,
for which I believe it to be the greatest
medicine in the world." -James
Caraway, N. C.
" My wife bad a distressing cough,
with pains in the aide and breast. We
tried various medicines, bu', none did
her any good until I got a bottle of
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral which has cured
her. A neighbor, Mrs. Glenn, bad the
measles, and the cough was relieved by
the use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. I
have no hesitation in recommending
this medicine." - Robert Horton, Fore-
man Headlight, Mori-111ton, Ark.
"Ayer's Cherry Pectoral cured me of
a severe cold which bad settled on my
lungs. My wife says the Pectoral helps
her more than any other medicine she
ever uaed." - Enos Clark, Mt. Liberty,
Rantoul. •
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists. Price Sl; rix tattles, {S.
VARIETIES.
Will Kentucky Exhibit at
the World's Fair?
THE BENEFITS TO liE DERIVED
FROM PIO DOING.
-
Louisville Promised Aeother Sunday
Paper With Col. Dan E. O'Sul-
lh an at its Head.
Col.E.G. Logan, the Hod Men of the
Timm, Will Quit Writing and
Raise Cain and Set-shish*
on his Warren
ty Farm.
strew correspondence ts the New Era.
LOUISVILLE, Aug. 24.-What Ken-
tucky will do to celebrate its centen-
nial in 1892 is not yet apparent. It is
to be taken for granted that the com-
ing legislature, if it is in sympathy
with the new ambition that is mak-
ing itself known all over Kentucky,
will make the necessary arrange-
ments for a characterietie exhibit of
the state's natural wealth and indus-
trial and social progress at the great
universal exposition to be held under
governmental auspices at New York
or Washington. The other progres-
sive southern states will spend large
sums on such exhibits for business
reasons. The rapidity with which
European capital is being invested in
the United States indicates that the
practical resources shown at this ex-
position will attract much attention
from the throngs of rich Europeans
who will come over to investigate.
Kentucky ought to spend a hundred
thousand dollars upon much an adver-
tisement. No better way of adiane-
ing the general interests and demon-
strating the state's dignity in such an
assemblage could be devioed. After
the expOsition clotted the collection
could be returned to the state and
kept as a perniauent exhibition in
which strangers could find all that
was required in the way of informa-
tion as to our resources and oppor-
tunities. It could be added to from
time to time by the geological survey
and the agricultural bureau and built
up into asplendid monument. Then,
whenever there was a great exposi-
tion, Kentucky would have a collec:
tion from which a tine representative
display could be selected and exhib-
ited at a little cost. These collections
are of great practical value to a state.
One section of coal, 14 feet thick,
which was takeu out for the New Or-
leans exposition served to attract in-
vestments aggregating nearly $1,500,-
000 to Kentucky coal lands. The
taxes on that amount have already
more than paid back the cost of the
dieplay at New Orleans, over which
a few penny-wise and pound foolish
legislators made such a row.
e`e
Whatever the state will do in 189-2
Louisville has her work outlined and
is now preparing the machinery to
carry it out. 'raking the Polytechnic
Society's library and art collection as
a nucleus, a great institute will be
found, in which will be gathered a li-
brary, an art gallery, a historical
museinti, a music hall and all the
other features necessary for a great
public educational institution. The
remarkable historical library and
museum of Col. Robt. T. Durrett, the
art collection of Mr. Geo. S. Moore
and other valuable features have been
promised to the undertaking. The
Polytechnic Society's property is es-
tintated to be worth $200,000 and the
public will be called upon to raise
$300,000 in cash to carry the project to
success. That can be done in three
years by annual subscriptions.
Louisville has waked up to a sense of
her deficiencies in this respect and
there is little doubt that the under-
taking Will be a sucrese. A commit-
tee of the Commereial elub is hard at
work on the details and as soon as
the big fall celebration is out of the
way vvery energy will be bent upon
the centeunial monument. In this
eau be seen the value of the Commer-
cial club with its hundreds of young
men full of energy anti ambition. It
furnishes machinery always in readi-
ness for public movements and, in
the case of the,Louisville club, origi-
nates nearly all tile ideas. The fall
eelebration in September and Octo-
ber will be the greatest affair ever yet
undertaken here, and the week of
October I will eclipse all records.
Col. Daniel E. O'Sullivan, the caus-
tic and clever young journalist who
made his reputatioe in the state in
fewer years than almost any other I
know of, is about to launch himself
upon the uncertain waves of Sabbath
journalism. Not that he will publish
a religious newspaper. Far from it.
But he will launch a Sunday paper
devoted to the news, goseip and spirit
of tile week w th the glory of the
Lord as a merely incidental and mi-
nor. consideration. '1'lle Sunday
newspaper is a special tield in jour-
nalism for which every journalist is
not fitted, but it may be predicted
that Col. O'Sullivan will come as
near fitting it as any man before he is
tired. He has a pen from which keen
titings drop like water from a lifted
oar-blade. He known what is going
on and he knows how to tell about R.
The Sunday newspaper is always in
a row of stumps for subject matter.
It must treat of thing,* that the daily
papers cannot or will not treat and it
is always hard to forecast in this di-
rection. Some Saturday when the
editor has Reareited for and nursed a
good idea or a big piece of exclusive
news all the week, he findm it all
"given away" in the afternoon pa-
ptio. Then lie knows and feels the
ItenefIcenee of an early acquaintance
with the art of using the English lan-
guage profanely. ,'"frittli," which
already iu the Sunday Held, is a sue-
cemsful paper. but it is an organ and
is not therefore the spicy, incieive
and independent publication that a
Sunday paper should be. Col. O'Sti I-
livan asks for suggestions as to a
name. Suppose he calls his paper
'rile Arrow" and then shoot it as
straight and as hard as he can at folly
as it them in all the walks of life.
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Col. Emmett Logan, the bail man
-of the Louisville Thorn, the Laixtu-
"lire of the state press, is going to re-
nounce the noble profemsion of letters
and other weaknesses of the world
and the flesh, including the devil and
all his works, and who raising poul-
try and wheat on a farm near Bow-
ling Green. It is given out that Col.
Logan will also publish an agricul-
tural paper, printing it on one of the
cast-off eider pressee. His arrange-
menta are perfected to leave the
Times during the autumn, but no
mention of his successor has yet been
made. It will be a difficult matter to
select the right man. Logan is hon-
est, fearless, clear-sighted and epi-
grammatic. It is common to hear
him eriticised for a certain cynicism
and a disregard for conventional ex-
°options to the rule in pointing his
journalistic rifle for game. But that
is true journalism, to go gunning for
snobs and shams and shoot whenever
you see one of either kind. Certain
it is he han not complicated his abili-
ty to criticise and (Recut* publie men
and measures by encouraging any
personal ambition in conflict with his
porition. He has always written
truthfully to the best of his know-
ledge anti fearlessly when it became
necessary. And how keen his pencil
Iis, ho deeply the pin penetrates
when. meets a thin and highly in-
flated oral or political balloon, ev-
erybody who has read knows without
saying it here. He is the mildest
mannered man and the most merci-
less executioner I have ever known
combined. With it all he has good
editorial judgment and wtat is known
in a general way as "horse sense."
He is a self contained man, devoted
to his home, having few constant as-
sociates but many friends. All his
leisure is devoted to telling those two
tine boys of his the ancient history of
the Bullskin precinct of Shelby coun-
ty where their parent first saw light
of day.
es'
There was an idea that Col. Sam M.
Burdett, late Wandering Chief of
iiStillhouse watches - der the Cleve-
land adminiatratio would settle in
Louieville and retur to the news-
paper buriness. But he refuses to do
so. During the three years of his
nervice he traversed the wild and
woolly west and he toys the Indian
paths of the boundless prairie and
the ephemeral civilization of north-
western boom towns are good enough
for him. Col. Burdett is equipped
with the genuine journalistic instinct
and enjoys the reputation of having
developed to an extraordinary degree
a high-toned and unconquerable
aversion to hard work. He handles
a subject breezily and quickly as a
cavalry °Meer would handle a detail
out for a skirmish, but solely for the
fun and excitement of it, not because
he wants to do it "as a steady job."
He thinks of settilug in Denver,
where he can open his office window
of a still night and hear the shrill
whoop of the Indian as he lifts the
reeking scalp of an unwary settler on
the distant mountain slopes. There
is nothing so sweet to his ear as the
music of carnage and the color of
gore, a taste easily acquired at Lan-
caster, where, I am told, they were
formerly accustomed to baptize chil-
dren by this formula "Named Alonzo
Killumn, but to go only after he haa
grown up and killed that baby of
Jinks'." When Col. Burdett was re-
cording the Indiana legislative chron-
icles for the Courier-Journal four
years ago, the mild and gentle Roos-
ters heard he was front Garrard coun-
ty, Kentucky, and they immediately
held a mass meeting and offered to
pick out half a dozen desirable citi-
zens of Indianapolis that he might
kill at his leisure. Their only re-
quest was that he should not kill in-
discriminately and hoped the men
they picked out would satisfy his ap-
petite for blood. Plcatioti.
DIPTHERIA RAGING.
Sevesty Cases la Moscow, a Little Vil-
lage Near Cincinnati.
A special from Foster, Ky , says:
A correspondent front the home of-
fice has just come from the stricken
village of Moscow, five miles below
here, on;the Ohio side. While the
extent of the diptheria epidemic at
that place has been greatly exagger-
ated, and the number of deaths from
the dreaded scourge very much
overstated, still there is grave danger
that the disease may extend over a
vast territory. There are now over
seventy cartes in Moscow alone and
nearly half as many more iu the ad-
jaceut,county tad neighboring towns.
The number of deaths thus far has
been only twelve, and of the present
cases now in care of the doctors prob-
ably half a dozen more may have fa-
tal terminations. The greatest dan-
ger, especially to Cincinnati, lies in
the exodus of people. Not a boat
that leaves Moscow but carries away
a score or more of the inhabitants,
whole families leaving. In the past
week over thirty children alone were
sent to friends in neighboring towns
by their parents, quite a number of
them going to Cincinnati. One child
that left Moscow, its parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Scetield, removing to
Addyston, just below Cincinnati,
died a few days after its arrival there
It had contracted the diptheria at its
former home Dr. ItfeKibbert, with
whom your correspondent had quite
a lengthy eenversation with this ev-
ening, stated that while this sending
children away was a good thing for
Moscow, and must eventually result
in eradicating the disease, yet he
thought it was a bad thing for the
the community to which the children
went. lie expected to hear of dip-
theria epidemics in other localities.
A BIG HAUL.
A Burglar Gets Away WithOver $3,000
Belonging to Mr. and Mrs.
Jos. Hern.
A sad misfortune befell Mr. and
and Mrs. Jas. }fern, Sunday morning.
A large amount ot money, exceeding
$3,000, was_stolen from the house
while its inmates slumbered all un
conscious of their loss. Mr Herta left
his place of business at a late hour
Saturday night for his residence on
2nd. Ile was careful to lock the
doors upon euteriug his houtte. His
wife was asleep with &email satchel
containiug $2,700 near by her. Mr.
Hera had $317 upon his person and
upon retiring placed it uuder his pil-
low anti was soon asleep. At 5 o'clock
lie arose and was surprised to find his
wife's satchel upon the floor with oth-
er articles scattered promiscuously
around tite mom. Further investiga-
tion showed that the bureau drawe r
had been opened and ransacked. The
front door had been prized open tie
was evident from the imprint of chis-
els- and other tools upon the side.
The contents of the satchel were gone
as wan the money which Mr. Hera
had phieed under his head before re-
tiring. The daring burglar had been
entirely successful and the result of
his work doubtless surpassed his own
expectatione. Ile left no clew as to
his identity. The chief of police ham
been placed in possession of the facts,
but has no clew to follow.
31arriage 'avenues.
John \V. Alexander to Lillie Dun-
ning, Charles NIclutosh to Martha
Loveless.
Henry Parish to Martha itawline,
Philip Major to Emma Saunders.
-.ANSA • •111•••...
Nfessre. Jo. Lindsay- and H. I). Pol-
lard, both of this city, will open a con-
fectionery anti bakery at Cadiz this
week. They have secured a very de-
sirable Mend and have had a hand-
some delivery' wagon fitted up. 'Both
are energetic, honest and industrious
young men with wide experience in
their ehooen business. Their invest-
ment is the fruit of their own labor
and toil and the New Etta hopes to
see it profitable to them. We can
conecientionsly recotnrnend them to
the people of Cadiz as worthy of their
respect aud patronage.
se. • see
Marvin hew is has resigned his
place with A. A. Metz and has taken
a position with Bassett &Co,
RANDOM REMARKS.
Private Opinions Publicly Expressed
Of Persons and 1 hinge.
A few evenings since I witnessed a
little incident which suggests an in-
teresting train of thought in connec-
tion with one of the laws of our social
creed. A family of high social stand-
ing were entertaining a party of glrls
at their luxurious home on -street
in honor of their little daughter. In
tile beautiful yard under the cool
shade the little children ranging in
years from three to eight were en-
I gaged in all of the gay sports and
jolly games calculated to capture the
fancy and please their young minds.
Dolls and to, and swings and other
interesting trifles had been provided
by the considerate host and hostess
for the delight of their daughter's
guests. A delightfol breeze played
through the shade tretis and tempered
the heat of the afternoon Sun. The
little girls were in a temporary Eden
with everything to encourage rather
than check their childless inc a-
Rona. At Some dietetic* amid
of ladies looked with pleas pon
the happiness and mirth o e scene.
Everyone who passed looked over
into the yard and seemed happier
from the pleasant scene. While the
children in the yard were at the
heighth of their enjoyment and while
the merry and musical ripples of
childish laughter were borne out to
the street, another little girl about
four years of age accompanied by a
colored nurse pautted on the pave-
ment in front of the gate. The little
girl, attracted by the gay sounds from
the yard, pressed her bright cheeks
against the narrow iron rails of the
fence which shut her out and gazed
upon the scene with an expression
which cannot be told in words. Her
tender young mind could not grasp
the idea that there was a higher,
stronger and more cruel fence -than
that of iron, between her and those
little ones in the yard. Poor child!
It will be several years before you
can comprehend the great social sys-
tem, or know that the gate was closed
against you because your father is a
mechanic, and toils with his hands
for your daily bread. And yet your
face is as fair as those who were for-
tunate enough to be born with the
"open sesame" to that iron gate.
Nature endowed you no less than
they and gave you beauly which red
ribbon and powder cannot supply,
however artistirally wrought. I no-
ticed that God had curled your golden
hair with his ()a n fingers and had not
burned your face with hot irons. 1
know that your father is more honest
than several men who had daughters
in that gay party in the yard, and I
know too that your mother is a no-
bler woman far than many whose
daughters were there. You might
have been there too if you had not
been born the daughter of an honest
mechanie.
4.`•
Republican platforms are but words
and few of their pledges are ever re-
deemed. The platforms of the sever-
al states declare "against the en-
croachment)* of corporations upon
the rights of the fennel" and cheap
words like this is the extent of the
party's efforts to protect the farmer.
They frame their platforms to all oc-
casions and weep many little briny
weeps for the "down-trodden and op-
preeeed laborer," yet all of their en-
ergy and brain is bent towards
thwarting the honest etrorts of the
Demoeratic party to relieve the mass
of the people of a heavy burden of
taxation by just and wise legislation.
"Protect the farmer from the en-
croachment of monopoly." Bah!
The way to protect the farmer is not
to foster and encourage these mo-
nopolies; the way to advance his in-
terests is not to impede them by the
imposition of unnecessary taxes. If
the Republican party is the friend of
the farmer aud an enemy of monop-
oly, why is all of its legislation in
favor of the latter and against the in-
terests of the former '.'
The Virginia Republican platform
favors the reduction of the tax on
fruit brandies and tobacco while it
denounces every measure looking to
the reduction of the tariff on the nec-
essaries of life. This is entirely con-
sistent with the' great moral-idea
party. l'ut brandy and tobacco with-
iu the reach of everybody. Let the
poor farmer smoke his corn cob pipe
in peace anti see the benevolent faces
of his Republican benefactors in the
fragrant wreaths which curl around
his head. Let him drink ids brandy
happy in the knowledge that it gore
down his throat untaxed, and let him
sink into its soft and seductive influ-
ence with blessinge and benedictions
upon those who placed it within his
resell and curses upon those who
would substitute cheap clothing and
cheap implements for the cultivation
of his laud. Give us cheap brandy
and cheap tobacco and we will save
enough from the reduction to pay the
highest prices for all of the neces-
saries. Itoittler
whet, Lahr ••• gs•• her Lt @torus
When she was a Child, she cried fur ( astern's,
When she became Miss, site clung to Castoria,
Wins Me had Children, es' eavs them Canaria
We have it from a reliable source
that Mr. S. G. Buckner will be a can-
didate for county court clerk, subject
to the action of the party to which he
has always been faithful. Mr. Buck-
ner will be a hard man to down if he
makes the race. He is knowu
throughout the entire county and he
is honored and respected wherever
known. The people of Chrietian
county ean not find a man more
worthy of the honor or one who will
serve them more faithfully.
•
Severe Cases of Blood Poison.
Th..usands suffer from bksal poiaon, who
would be cured if they gave II IS. B., Botanic
Blood Balm) a trial. Send to the Blood BUILD
Co., Atlanta, Ga., for book of wonderful cures
that convinces the most skeptical. It Is sent
free.
J. O. 01beon, Meridian, MINI., writes: "For
a number of years I suffered untold agonies
from blood poison. Several prominent phy-
sicians' did me little if any good. I beaten to
use B. II. with very little faith, but, to iny
utter surprise it has made Ole a well wild
hearty person "
Z. T. Hal ertoif, Maeon, (la., writes: "I
contracted blimal poison. I find try.s1 phy-
elCillne, anti then went to Ifot Springs. I re-
turned tio .... a ruined rnan physically. Noth-
ing seemed to do me ttny good. My  ther
persuaded me to try li. II. To my utter
amtonisliment every ulcer quickly healed."
Benj. Morrie, Atlanta. tia.. writes: "I suf-
fered year% front syphilitic blood poison
which remised to be cured by all treatment.
Physicians pronounced it lugedes" case. I
had no appetite, I had pains In hips and jointa
and my kidneys were dliwieted. My throat
was ulcerated and my limed a mass of run-
ning sores. In this condition I eonintenced
the uee of R. B. B. It healts1 every ulcer and
sore and cured me completely within two
mouths."
THOMAS JEFFERSON'S LAST HOURS.
The Am:bur of the Declaration of Dada-
poodesa, Dies the Foartk.
On the southwestern slope of Mon-
ticello-in the midst of a forest hal-
lowed by associatious which have
protected it from tho ax, and where
the winds murmur of the past-stands
a plain granite monument, simple,
chaste, appropriate, yet impressive.
The inscription is brief, but it relates&
chapter, the brightest and proudest in
the life of him whose memory is conse-
crated by it: "Here lies buried Thomas
Jefferson, author of the Declaration of
Independence."
The weakliest of old age came over
Thomas Jefferson's sound and -vigor-
ous body gradually. Ho dreaded the
weakening of the mental powers, and
found more symptoms of this than
really existed, fortis mind remained
clear to the last. He was much dis-
turbed about the disposition of kis
papers and the estimation in which
posterity would hold him, and wrote
to James Madison shortly before he
died: "To myself you have been a
pillar of support through life. Take car*
of me when dead." This was boom.,
he feared the posthumous histories'
literature of the Federalists, a fear
that has sinoe been justified. He was
theatrical to the last, and when he ro-
tired from public life it was in such.*
way that he posed oonapicuoualy as
the "Sage of Monticello," the
the woe old man, ths benefactor o
humanity, tho statessaan-philosopher.
His fame was so great throughout all
nations that more levees were held at
Monticello than at the president's man-
sion. Crowds invaded the grounds
and house to gaze at him as he
from one room to another, and i)lelit
son would not have the large hospital-
ity of the plantation custailed,,though
the guests and slaves literally ate up
the cstato and left the master penni-
less. Yet his last years wore melan-
choly. His vast fortune was gone and
his power diminished, he saw himself
an historical figure of a brilliant past,
even while alive.
In the winter of 1826 he began to
break visibly, and in March he made
his will. Then he took to reading the
Bible and the Greek tragedies and
brooding moodily because his work
was finished. lie longed. to die for
months before his diasolution, but as
summer approached expressed a deaire
to live until July 4, to witness a half
century of independence. His wish
was granted. For weeks he lingered,
life ebbing slowly, and died at 1
o'clock that clay, a few hours before
John Adams. lie was surrounded by
a host of relatives and servants, but
lay unconscious of them for hours,
and died without g a word of
farewell.--Chiscgo 'bun&
The Cartage from Boots to Shoes.
Considerable attention has been
called to the calfskin situation. Of
late years the demand has been falling
off, as other kinds of leather have been
taking its place. One of the principal
causes of this lies in the fact that long
legged boots have been going out of
favor, shoes taking their place to a
grmt extent. This has had great ef-
fect on the consumption of leather, as
on an average it requires about two
and one-half to three times as much
stock in the manufacture of boots as
is required in the making of shoes. In
this way the use of heavy calfskins
has greatly declined. During the past
few years the styles have run more
toward "dongola" and "kangaroo"
leather for fine shoes, and this has
been a serious setback for fine light
weight calfskina-Boston Daily Ad-
vertiser.
Rees Take P01111111•11011 of a Street Car.
The occupants of a street car on the
Walnut street line had an unpleasant
experience at Nineteenth and Jefferson
streets yesterday afternoon about 2
o'clock, when they encountered a
swarm of bees.
The insects first lit on the mulls,
which evinced their displeasure by
kicking and attempting to run away
with the car. Five or six people were
in the car at the time, and they soon
vacated it. A servant at the residence
of Dr. Cawein, on the corner, threw
some dust into a tree and the beee set-
tled there. They were finally hived.
-Louisville Courier-Journal.
A Twin to 1Loolps Motor.
An Englishman claims to have in
vented a combination locomotive bicy-
cle arrangement by which he will
move four cars, each carrying eighty
persons, at the rate of one hundred
miles an hour. This will probably
come into the market simultaneously
with Keely's motor.-Scranton Truth.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Mrs. T. C. Hasbery Throws From a
Baggy and Barely Misses Death.
Mrs. T. C. Hanberry, of this city,
met with an accident that came near
resulting fatally Friday afternoon.
She had gone to see her daughter,
Mrs. M. F. Shryer, on Ninth street,
and was still sitting alone in her
buggy, when a wagon of grain,draten
by four mules, was seen coming
down the street from towards South
Kentucky College. Suddenly the
mules became frightened and
unmanageable, and Mrs. Hanbery
started to turn her buggy and get
out of their way, when one of them
struck the buggy, which was upset,
throwing her out and seriously in-
juring her. She would have been
crushed beneath the wheels had not
the team been stopped suddenly. A
phyeician was summoned, when it
was found that the lady had escaped
with only such bruises anti wounds
at. time will heal.
The Secret of Beauty.
The searet of beauty is health. Those
who desire to be beiutiful should do
all they can to restore their health, if
they have lost it, or to keep it, if they
have it yet. No oue can lay down
specific rules for other people in these
matters. The work which one may
do, the rest he must take, his baths,
his diet, his exerciee, are matters of in-
dividual considerution, but they must
be carefully thought of and never
neglected. As a rule, when a person
feels well he looks well, and when he
feels badlv he looks laadly as a general
thing. There are times when one
could guess, without looking in the
glass, that his eves were dull and his
skin was mottlek This is not a case
for something in a pretty bottle from
the perfumer s, or for the lotion that
the circulars praise so highly. To hare
a fresh complexion and bright eyes,
even to have white hands and a grace-
ful figure, yon must be weIL--4ivar-
terly Review.
To Dest r157 Weeds.
A recent reliable writer says he has
destroyed weeds in lawns by dropping
crude carbonic acid right into the
hearts of the planta. Roots of dande-
lions dug up a week after tlie crowns
were drised with acid were found to
be killed right dowti to the tips, a foot
below the surface. It is not sufficient
to merely kill the leaves of the plants;
the acids must enter the hearts quite
in the center. Carbolic acid is poison-
ous, and should not be allowed to
come in contact with the akin.-Boo-
ton Budget.
The Highest Speed.
Aocording So The Engineer there is
no properly recorded instance of a
locomotive attaining a greater
than eighty miles an hour;
pressure and various resistances, in-
cluding that of the air, will, it is as-
serted, prevent any higher speed than
this being reached.
-
Mr. Kenedy, an expert hydraulic
engineer, arrived in the city Fri-
day from itoeliport, Indiana, and
will begin at out* to survey the city
for the purpose of ntaking estimates
as to the cost of water works. His
report will be discussed by the city
council at its next regular meeting.
TO SAVE HIS NECK.
; Mrs. Pulliam Will Costes. to Disbessie
to Save Her Husband.
The Defense to be Adopted la the Pa,
mous Pullisiandif (Der Trial Min
Going on at Brandenbarg.
assetThe trial of A. M. Pulli tor ho
murder of James Miller, in
burg, July, 1888, will be on
most sensational ever held in Ken-
tucky. It is now believed that Pal-
liara's defense will be his wife's dio-
honor, and that she will, to save hip
neck, coafess to criminal intimasy
with Miller. Alreviewing the
circumstances of ' killing and
stating the reaskia 'then given by
Pulliam for oomnaittnif the deed, Lb*
Owensboro Inquirer/fp :
"Under such • statemeut,Pulliam's
defense is his wife's dishonor. Ho
hopes to find a Kentucky jury that
will believe in his motive and will
not suspect him of shamelessly trad-
ing on his wife's dishonor, or of at-
tempting blackmail. This Involves
proof of the criminal intimacy be-
tween his wife and Miller. His ate
torney says they can unquestionably
prove it, while the prosecution will
attempt to win their case by uphold-
holding the woman's character.
Thus does the whole case turn upon
tbe reputation of this one woman,
whose condition therein is a pitiable
one.
"It is expected that there will bo
aensational developments and it *
even whispered thit Mrs. Pulliam
will confess everythllig.
"The report that Mrs. Pulliam will
save her husband's neck by confess-
ing her own shame and claiming the"
she had given him cause for what hs
did, gains color from the fact that she
visited him recently in the jail at
Louisville and an affecting meeting
took place between them. She it
said to have cried over him, and
promised to confess everything and
save him.
A Very Large Percentage
Of the American people are troubled
with a most annoying, troublettome
and disagreeable complaint called
"Catarrh." It is not necessary to be
so troubled. It is demonstrated be-
yond question that Clarke's Extract
of Flax (Papillon) Catarrh Cure im-
mediately relieves and permanently
cures catarrh. A thorough and fa*
trial will convince you.
i'oe Clarke's Flax Soap for the Skin
Cata.rrh Cure, $1.00; Soap If. oenta
At H. B. Garner's drug store.
BUY AT HOME.
Why Citizens Should Pat:oaks Hum
Dadastries-An Illustration.
The New Etta has repeatedly urged
upon the people of Hopkinsville and
Christian county the importance and
even tbe noceesity of patronizing
home industries; and hots, institu-
tions. The only way to build tip the
interests of a city is to show your
own confidence in home institutions.
If you send abroad for an article that
is manufactured at home the natural
inference ia that the home article is
of a very inferior quality and its man-
ufacturer is unworthy of your confi-
dence and patronage, thus yOU are
unintentionly reflecting upon him
character and hia goods. The fact
that his home people ignore him is
calculated to shake the confidence of
the people he wishes to sell his apods.
If home people do not sustain ai en-
terprise it either perishes or labors
under very serious disadvantages.
To illustrate the point let us take
the Rios & Co. tobacoo manufactory,
whioh was started In thie city but a
few months since. This institution,
during the busy season while it is yet
in its incipiently, gives employment
to from 40 to 101:1 laborers, whooe In-
terests are here and who spend their
money with Hopkinaville merchants.
If the grocers had refused to buy the
goods manufactursd by this firm and
and persisted in handling only the
tobacco made by foreign manufac-
tories, the representatives of this
manufactory could not have sold to
other cities by reason ef the refusal
of Hopkinsville merchants to indorse
their goods. But from the very first
the goods put up by Rice & Co. have
been stamped. by the approval ef
home people and their business has
grown to such proportions that ad-
ditional facilities with increased la-
bor must be added in the near future.
Hopkinsville people have shown their
determination to stand by this enter-
prise, knowing full well that its pros-
perity is their own. The proceeds of
their large sales in other cities is pial.46,-
in circulation here through theit
borers and the merchant. reap _Ibe
fruit of their growing business. 0 ..14r,
yesterday this firm shipped to BaJfK-
more 4,500 pounds of manufactured
tobacco and in addition to this their
regular shipments to Nashvillo and
other points will amount to. several
thousand pounds. We are glad to see
this firm but a few months old grad-
ually but surely closing its grasp on
a large trade which promises in the
near future to be remunerative to the
proprietors as well as the city of Hop-
kineville. An enterprise of this kind
certainly deserves the support and
encouragement of every thinking
busineas man of the town. Manu-
factories that employ the idle labor
and uses the raw material will more
than anything else add to the pros-
perity and growth of any community.
•••-
The Latham cottages are beginuing
to assume shape under the rapid, and
skillful work of the contractors. In
a very few weeks the three beautiful
houses will be ready for occupancy.
••---•-•-•ATMISA •
John Dalton, a young man about
15 years of age, fell from a scaffold at
Cooper & Causler'e stable Saturday
afternoon, and sustained painful
bruises, which fortunately are not
of a serious nature.
Thieves broke into the office of the
Hopkinsville Coal and Coke Com-
pany Saturday night and succeeded
in making away with several hun-
dred pounds of flour, which wan
stored in sacks in the building.
E. W. Glass, A. C. Banks, H. S.
Smith and C. Younglove, delegates
to tho U. B. F. which meeta at Bowl-
ing Green to-morrow, leave this even-
ing. An excurston will leave here
Friday to attend the denomination.
A correspondent from Madison-
ville Saturday wrote as follows to
the NEW ERA: "C. H. Morris was
arrested to-day, charged with viola-
tion of the prohibition laws, fifty
persons swearing to have bought
whisky from him. He was required
to give a $300 bail for his appearance
at court Tuesday, and as he oo
not do so was bent to jail."
"
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M A. GEO. W. JOLLY'S action in ap-
pointing Mr. Durelle as his assistant
after promising the place to John
Feland, Jr., of this city, is but
another evidence that among politi-
cians a man's word goes for naught
when it doesn't suit him to keep it.
Had Mr. Jolly the manliness to ask a
release from his promise, which had
been made twice over, he could have
had it, but he felt ashamed as he
kiew the excuses he had were so
thin and unreasonable that they
would not stand. This is none of the
NEW ERA'S fight, but it feels with
Mr. 'eland that some very shabby
work has been done in the premises,
and that he deserved better, treat-
ment after the hard work done for
Mr. Jolly.
THE strongest blow yet struck at
rings and combines was by the con-
stitutional convention of North Da-
kota. The constitution provides that
the offering by a legislator of his
vote in consideration of the vote of
others for or against any measure is
bribery. It also provides that any
legislator who shall ride on a free
pass shall forfeit his seat. If these
provisions can be enforced North
Dakota is assured clean legislation,
and monopolies, trusts and corpora-
tions will be compelled to take their
chances along with the less-favored
institutions, and the country will be
better, the people richer for it.
The Hopkinsville NEW ERA again
&flounces that Hon J. A. McKenzie
is a candidate for United States Sen-
ator. But the N zw Ens does not say
That Mr. McKenzie authorizes it to
announce him.-Owensboro Inquirer.
The NEW ERA always bases its
statements upon facts, and in this
came the Inquirer may rest assured
that it was backed up by all the au-
thority necessary.
Tux Clarksville Progress is now
the agent for a $3 hand-me-down
pant, which it warrants not to rip,
tear, wear out, or decay in warm
weather. We have long wondered
what was the mission of the Pro-
gress, but feel now that it has been
solved. A guarantee is given with
every pair that the editor hasn't
worn them over a week, and that
there are no bugs on them. Vive is
Progreese!
From an interview with Mr. Ken-
nedy, civil engineer, published else-
where, it will be seen that it is an
easy mattar to secure a sufficient sup-
of water for the city, and there is
now no reason why we should not
build works at an early day. The
cost will be little compared to the
benefits received and the NEW ERA
MI of the opinion, from close calcula-
tleatliat a goodly revenue, in excess
of interest on bonds, will be drived if
the works are built and owned by the
city.
Tux Adventists of Massachusetts
announce that the Millennium will
begin on the 8th or 7th of October.
This will be regarded as very unfor-
tunate by the directors of the Driving
Park, as our races are billed to take
place about ten days later. In case
a postponement is made by our Mas-
sachusetts brethren due notice will
be given • by the press.
THE enterprising citizens who in-
vaded Oklahoma before the time
specified by law and squatted on
choice pieces of land, now find that
it is best to make haste slowly. The
Land Commissioner got a list of these
trespassers, known as "sooners," and
refused to issue patents to any of
them.
BOB INfleAsoLL's picture at Castle
Garden was mistaken for St. Peter
and a lot of Syrians fell on their
knees and worshipped it. When
these same Syrians apply at the Great
Gate for admission tickets to the
Other Land, then will come the reck-
oning for this insult.
PRIVATE Dalzell, he of the bur-
nished cheek, aspires to the com-
mandership of the G. A. R. He says
Mr. Alger and his bar'l are his only
real opponents, but that money don't
count in the rank and file. Well,
hardly, with Tanner in the treasury.
IF, as Picador suggests, Emmet Lo-
gan should leave the Louisville
Times there will be a pair of shoes
left in the office of such erratic style
and ample proportions that it will be
long before they are filled
ANOTHER chapter in the Harlan
oounty feud serial has just been
published and a decidly ugly chapter
it is. The governor should call out
the Third regiment and send them up
there to try their mettle.
A DISPATCH from Milwaukee says
Corporal Tanner is attracting more
attention there among the O. A. It's
than any one else. Mr. Tanner, it
will be remembered, holds the treas-
ury keys.
BILLY MAHONE has been
la the Republicans as their
easaidateier governor of Virginia.
The Democrats will now proceed to
bury him mountains deep.
ED. PORTER THOMPSON, that "hor-
rid man" appointed state librarian by
Gov. Buckner after the death of Mrs.
Hanson, announces that he is a can-
didate for election to the position.
As Great Britain has refused to al-
low her squadron to protect Canadian
sealers in the Behring sea, there will
be some beautiful crawfishing up in
that neck of America in a short
while.
BOODLE beat cheek, and Alger
with his bar'l was elected Comman-
der in Chief of the 0. A. R. Does
money count, Mr. Private Dalzell?
As will be seen from our dispatches
the Cronin ease has been taken up.
Readers of the daily papers may as
well prepare for an exhaustive siege.
IT is a vile slander! Several of our
elderly widowers are not being
treated with the elixir of life, no
matter how spry they appear.
!snow little doubt that the
gronvesttuat be make a new
EX-CONURESSMAN JAS. E. CAMP-
BELL was yesterday nominated on
the second ballot by the Democrats I
of Ohio for governor. In his speech I
accepting the nomination Mr. Camp-
bell placed himself in line with the
taritt reformers.
THE pension committee of the G.
A. H. very uselessly told the alleged
history of pension grabbing. A new
edition will have to be issued at the
expiration of the Tanner adminis-
tration.
WHEEL NOTES.
Christian County Wheel met with
Brick Wheel No. 260 August 9th and
10th, and twenty-two wheels were
represented. State President Erwin
was present on Friday, the 10th, and
gave us some wholesome advice and
needed instruction, though not all
we would like to have had. A great
deal of business was gone through
with on Friday, among which was
the purging of improper material,
and putting a number of organizers
in the field to get the county thor-
oughly organized.
On Saturday, the 10th, a large
crowd of wheelers and visitors were
present, probably one thousand or
more. After a parade by the wheel-
er* present, E. F. Coyner, of Bain-
bridge, made an elegant welcome ad-
dress to the crowd that was replete
with truth and wheeler wisdom, as
well as poetry and rhyme. A short
talk was made by the county presi-
dent, while dinner was preparing,
which was soon announced, and all
partook of a bountiful repast, such as
characterized the hospitality of old
Sinking Fork vicinity. Speeches
were made in the afternoon by M. M.
Hanbery, Tom Hanbery end Jas. D.
Brown, to which all gave quiet and
orderly attention. No disturbance
marked the day's proceedings, and
the marshals and managers deserve
many thanks for the good order that
prevailed.
The next regular meeting of Chris-
tian County Wheel will be held in
the court house in Hopkinsville, No-
'ember Sth and 9th, and we hope to
be Recorded a welcome by the good
people of our county town. We
noted the absence of Cle editor of the
NEW ERA and hope he will give us
his presence at the next meeting.
By agreement Bro. Jas. D. Brown
and myself will try to visit each
wheel in the county before next No-
vember. Let us hear from each
wheel in this column.
J. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,
Pres't Christian Co. Wheel No. S.
Following is the welcome address
delivered in behalf of the "wheelers"
at the Christian County Wheel, held
at "Brick Church" August 10th, by
E. F. Coyner, secretary.
I see before me on every hand,
The -bone and sinew" of this land,
The grey haired sire whose bending form
Has battled many a winter's storm.
The aged mother with furrowed cheek
Is here, and would she but speak,
Many are the cares and trials she'd tell.
On account of that child she loves so well.
The maiden fair, the youth so gay,
Each of them are here to-day,
And Jon with us to celebrate
"The "iron bound wheel,"--ehip of state.
We, as wheelers, welcome you,
And In all we say or may do,
Naught shall be said or done, I'm sure,
But with motives that are Just and pure.
Someone may ask "why have you met,"
"Wherein the good you expect to get
By calling together from place to place
So large • number of the human race!"
You may travel this country round,
And in every city may be found
Those of every trade or profession
Coming together in secret session.
The "swallow tailed" lawyers with learning
so wise,
There's nothing new to them under the skies.
They meet, they talk, they plan
Te swindle the farmer all that they can.
The "spindle shanked" doctors with know-
ledge profound.
They, too, under certain rules, are bound
For mutual protection. Not a word of it so;
It's simply "monopoly," as each of you know.
Time will not admit, it would take me all day,
To tell how "class legislation is holding the
sway:
Oppressing the farmer, grinding him down,
TM a more abused being may scarcely be
found.
We as wheelers have met to commune,
And from signs to be seen it's nose too soon,
Something must be done and that, too, ere
long,
Or freedom shall have sung her mournful
death song.
Oh ye weak kneed wheelers, come to the front
and stay,
Let ua begin the battle In earnest to-day,
Let our watch word be as It passes (rem lip to
lip.
Those evergreen words, "don't give up the
ship."
What • glorious reason we'd have to rejoice
If every farmer beneath my coke
Would not for one moment pause,
But enlist himself In this grand good cause.
I could tell you then it would not he long
Till "'right" shall have taken the place of
wrong,
And this land of ours indeed would be
The "home of the brave" and -land of the
free."
Then "monopoly's" cry from lakes to gulf
Would resound through space, we've had
enough.
Like the Arab of old, would fold Its tent,
And no one would know whither It went.
Once more we welcome you one and all.
And trust you'll heed each earnest call,
To unae with us in -heart and hand,"
Help save our own fair Fatherland.
Help save from extortion's cruel hands.
Help save from monopoly's tightning bands,
Help save from dread starvation's woe,
Help save from all that's base and low.
Help drive away each unholy "trust,"
Help make our laws both fair and just,
Help make our land what it +Aral,/ la.,
From lakes to gulf, from sea to sea.
Let us set the principles we've been taught,
For which our forefathers*/ bravely fought.
Leaving their blood stained tracks in the
trodden snow,
As they marched to meet their haughty foe
Then coming generations will be blest.
Long after we are laid to rest,
And by having done our duty here.
We for the hereafter may have less to fear.
Wheel No, 64.
Bro. wheelers, our wheel is rolling
onward and it could not do otherwise,
for the common brotherhood of all
laborers, through the wheel, is ce-
mented and bound tighter by our
sympathy for each other as common
sufferers for a common cause. The
more we are oppressed by the money
kings, the tighter we should draw
the bonds of union around us. We
say to our co-laborers, who are not
wheelers, that we extend the right
hand of friendship to you and would
be glad, through the wheel, to point
out your maladies and the cure for
the same. To know and understand
wheelerism is to love it, and to carry
out its principles is to throw off the
yoke of tyranny and establish free-
dom. We have so much good to say
about wheelerism that we scarcely
know where to begin. Doubts, wa-
vering hopes and fears are no longer
known in the wheel, it has proven to
be a grand success even beyond our
most sanguine expectations.
We have come to stay, we are stay-
ing and by the help of God we are go-
ing•to stay until every vestige of op-
pression in removed. The wheel
sprang from its parent, necessity, and
as long as there is a necessity for the
wheel so long will it exist.
We are well aware that two parties
stand arrayed In battle; wealth,
pride, arrogance and injustice are on
one side and self-protection, impelled
by pure motives on the other.
Almost every law that has been
made for the last thirty years has
been to the advantage of the rich,
and to the disadvantage of the poor.
Workingmen of America, how long
shall we allow this state of things to
coatlnue?
.•
principle, ought to have as many
rights as any other profession on
earth, but unless there are sonic steps
taken to cheek the money kings; by
making wise and equitable laws, the
masses of people will be bound in
chains that can only be broken by a
bloody war. It is against this im-
pending disaster, as well as against
our present condition, that we organ-
ize and seek protection.
Each day adds largely to our num-
bers and we led ieve that the time is
not far distant when we can enjoy
the fruits of our labor end %hen the
rich will have to be contented with
just and reasonable compensation for
their money.
Happy will it lw for all concerned
when such moderate and reasonable
means do succeed; then the rich will
have to co•operate with the great
mass of people in the general welfare
and improvement of all classes.
Although se are a powerful organ-
ization, let it be understood by all
parties that our aim is not anarchy
nor injustice toward and class, but on
the contrary, we are in favor of en-
forcing the golden rule, "do unto
others as you would that they should
do to you."
The wheelers' strength has come at length,
Their feeble days are o'er,
With the golden rule and tta. scepter's
strength.
They'll rule forever more.
JOHN SALLEE, ('or, Sec.
THE GERMAN.
Pleasant Gathering of Society Folks
At Cerulean Springs.
Mrs. Bacon, of Evansville, Gives an
Entertainment Not to be
Forgotten.
CERULEAN SPRIN(is, Ky,, Aug. i.
-A most pleasant resort and at pres-
eut enjoying a most profitable and
pleasant season, having fully one
hundred gueets comfortably domicil-
ed in the spacious building and fed
by the princess q,f hostesses, Miss
Mary Gunn, who seems to understand
the exact want of each particular ap-
petite and certainly tempts with her
delicious viands the most fastidious
tastes. Never was the table better or
more bountifully supplied than it has
been through the season. The Mess.
GlIn13, with their prompt aptitude
and experience, have adopted every
plan and renewed their efforts to
make t'erulean one of the most pleas-
ant resort of this country and the
gueshs every where and every (lay at-
test Ciat the efforts at entertaining
have been entirely successful anti all
are willing to recommend Ceuuleau
as a perfectly charming place for one
to go and "rest up" from their ardu-
ous labours and enjoy a period of rest.
An elegant string band furnishes the
music and a merry time have the
guests.
On last evening Mrs. P. C. Bacon,
of Evansville, gave one of the most
delightful "Pink Rose Germans," of
the season, led by Miss Maysie Bacon
and Clarence Hinkle, those present
and their costumes were:
Mrs. P. C. Bacon, Evansville, Ind.,
bronze silk, pink net, natural flowers
and diamonds.
Mies Maysie Bacon, Evansville,
lad., pink silk mull and natural flow-
ers.
Miss Mollie Gardner, Paducah,
white muslin and lace and natural
flowers.
Miss Adine Morton, Paducah, em-
broidered white muslin and natural
flowers.
Miss Mary Barbour, Hopkinsville,
embroidered muslin and diamonds.
Miss Lucy Clark, Clarksville, white
china silk and diarnopds.
Miss Mary Burnett, Paducah, Paris
muslin anti natural flowers.
Miss Lizzie McCarty, Cadiz, China
silk and diamonds.
Miss Louise Beaumont, Clarksville,
white swiss and natural flowers.
Miss Fannie Thorupeon, Cadiz,
white and blue muslin.
Mrs. Cook Roach, Gracey, black
lace and natural flowers.
Mies Mildred Wharton, Cadiz, gray
serge.
The gentlemeu were Clarence Hin-
kle, of Evansville, Joe Wintersmith,
of Louisville; Lucian Carr and Web
Bell, Cincinnati; D. L. Grinter and
Ed McCarty, Cadiz; Prof. Gordon,
Glen Ellen, Mess. Chas. Hall, E. S.
Munford and Mr. Wake, Clarksville,
Jos. Hamlett, Cerulean Springs;
John P. Campbell, John Burnett, G.
M. Bell, Frank Buckner, C. C.
Slaughter and H. H. Abernathy,
Hopkinsville.
The prizes for the ladies were an
elegant silver boa-boa tray awarded
to Miss Adine Morton, of Paducah,
and a toy "nimble jack" for the
"booby," to which Miss Lizzie Mc-
Carty fell heir. Both ladies received
with becoming modesty their prizes
and smiled their thanks. Mr. C. C.
Slaughter was the fortunate gentle-
man to receive the first prize among
the gentlemen and got a magnificent
burnished silver shaving mug and
brush, a most elegant prize indeed.
The merry crowd then adjourned to
the dining room where elegant re-
freshments awaited them. Mr. Carr
as toast master proposed a toast to
Mrs. Bacon which was heartily given,
Mr. Slaughter responding thereto in
a happy speech and in behalf of the
entire crowd returned thanks to Mrs.
Bacon for a delightful evening.
The hotel now has a large number
of guests who pass the time plessant-
ly away playing ten pins, cards,
dancing, conversation, etc., anti those
seeking rest, recreation or pleasure,
cannot find a better place than Ce-
rulean. H.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars re-
ward for any case ,,of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by taking Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY it CO., Props., To-
ledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions, and finan-
cially able to carry out any obliga-
tions made by their firm.
WIt;ST & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggist,
Toledo, 0.
WALDINO, KINNAN & MARVIN,
wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
E. H. VAN Hoesesi, Cashier Toledo
National Bank, Toledo, 0.
hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.. Price 75c.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
School Notes.
PON School., Aug. 20.-0ur school
has opened with seventy-seven pupils
enrolled, and more yet eoming. Our
,new school house, 24x2ll, is not yet
completed, but ready for present use
and we claim it a model for the coun-
ty and invite all teachers and trustees
who contemplate building, to visit
ours. On the 7th of September at
night, we will have an ice cream and
oyster stiptser with speaking as a part
of the entertainment. The proceeds
of said supper to help complete our
school building. H. L. H.
Peculiar
In the combination, proportion, and
preparation of its ingredients, Hocei'm
Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures
where other preparations entirely
fail. Peculiar in its good name at
home, which is a "tower of strength
abroad," peculiar in the phenomenal
sales it has attained, Hood's Sarsa-
parilla is the most successful medi-
•
DEAD AND GONE.
An Attraction That No bougei At.
traria-Much borrow.
Alas! Nolen's aligator is no more.
His brief eXistence is ended. His
candle is goer out; extinguished in a
tub of cold water. "After life's fitful
fever he sleeps well." The prema-
ture death of this- amiable little
favorite (secured Sunday at noon
under the saddest circumstances.
Born in the plumy laud of flowers far
from this eold climate his early days
were spent among the verdant un-
dergrowth anti tangled weeds of his
own Florida swamps. Cruel hands
captured him hauled him to the land
anti sent hilli by express to Mr.
Nolen. For several days] after hie
arrival he pined away, weeping and
tossing through the long nights.
Thinking and sighing only for his
native fastnesses. But kindness
eonquers the most stern and invin-
cible natures and the uniform
courtesy and attention shown him by
the many callers, among whom
were the leading business men of
Hopkineville, gradually softened the
pang anti weaned his young mind
from the tender recollections of the
past. During the several days pre-
eeeding his melancholy death he had
grown to be friendly and even inti-
mate with many of our best and
most charitable citizens. Those
who knew him well had learned to
love him and so great was the
attachment that they would leave
their business a half dozen times in
a day, to see that lie was in need of
nothing. Several members of the
NEW Eita'si composing force formed
very strong attachment for him
during his brief but eventful exist-
ence. Ile was becoming Hopkins-
villeized rapidly and was just learn-
ing to love congenial society, lie
had a smile for all of his friends and
a mysterious wink of recognition
told how well he knew them. A con-
gestive chilLthe result of a very cold
bath caused his death. The remains
were turned over to Dr. H. B. Garner
of City Pharmacy, who will dispose
of them as he sees fit. A host rf
friends detdore his untimely demise, .
co:oiconn RIPPLES.
Matters of Personal Interest-The
eick-A Death-Other Items.
Mrs. Margret L. Lacy returned
home after a two week's sojourn
among friends in Hopkinsville and
north Christian.
Mr. (7harly Johnson, of Mayfield,
returned home after a short visit to
friends in this neighborlmod.
Miss Mary Courtney, of your city,
is visiting friends in this commu-
nity.
Mr. Clevnie Davis and his sister,
Miss Lauri", are visiting friends in
Todd county.
Mrs. Addy Lacy, who has been
sick for sorae time, is convalescent.
Mr. Albert McCord and wife, will
move to Missouri about the first of
September. Mr. McCord is a good
citizen amid we regret very nmeh to
lose him.
Rev. Mr. Lamb, of the Methodist
church, is conducting a series of
meetings at Pleasant Green. Sev-
eral huvelloined the church.
Rev. WI. M. Hall, the pastor of
eConcord hurch mm, will coeuce a
protracted meeting at that place on
Monday night after the first Sunday
in September. He will be assisted
by Rev. . R. Jenkins, of Bowling
Green.
Died, u tLe morning of August
19th, Mr. Willie l'ool, after a short
illness of typhoid fever. He was
young in years just verging into
manhood, was respected and loved
by all who knew him.
F i .os.s V.
What Everybody hays Must He True.
Every man, woman and child
knows thltt. the Sells Brothers' circus
upon its fast visit to this place was
by far the best circus organization
that ever,canue this way. This year
these enterprising managers have
formed a corner on the show bueinese
by conolidating Barrett'e World's
Fair with their enormous exhibition,
and after this season it will be hard
for the average show to satisfy the
public with a 'moderate exhibition.
The people, when once educated to
expect big things, are not satisfied
with commonplace or little ones.
After this season a circus to attract
the attenApion of our citizens will have
to be of 4 high order, because it must
come iutO comparrieon with the show
that predetled it, and as Sells Brothers
and Barrett's United Shows are so
much larger than any other in this
country„there will be no room for the
small f§r. These two shows will
spread their huge tents in Hopkins-
ville on Wednesday, Sept. IS.
-e--.0--o---.4.--..
Bernet ber our big gift distribu-
tion. 
Pi 
y $1.00 and get the beet pa-
per publ shed in the state for the
money. '
.-t- -sue e se-
In Memoriam.
Died elf membraneous croup, Aug.
22, 1889, little Henry Wilson, eon of
Mr. and Mrs. G. Vs. Barnhart, aged
2:3 mouths and 'Ai days.
The sSti death ef this bright little
boy has cast a gloom over the entire
community. The little fellow bore
his sufferings with heroic fortitude
and would not give up Until the last
moment. He was the pride of his
fatuity and loved by all who knew
him. Parente and friends weep not
for your precious boy is not lost but
only gone before to that bright and
petwefull home beyond.
Hen ryi has gone to live with angels.
Gotly :tti claimed hilt/ for his OWI1.
And trust to meet our little one,
In Mat bright and blissful home.
A FRIEND.
BEST IN THE WORLD.
further:Great Cures of Skin Diseases
by the Caticora Remedies.
Boy one year and a half told. Face and body
111 a terrible condition, being covered with
sores. Sulphur springs fall. Cured by
Cuticarat Bentedies.
I have Wised your l'UTICURA REMEDIES In
two eases where it proved to be slleeet44111.
The first 5114 in the case of a boy a year and to
eairem. il is face and body were Ito a terri-
ble eiondition, the former being complete eov-
ere(' withpwres. I took him to the Mu-sena
Sulphur Iliprings, but he dld not Improve any.
I was tint,' advised to try the l'UTICURA
REMEDIES, which I did. ilf. took one anti
 
• half bottles of CUTICURA RESOLVINT,
when hiskito was toot 1111100ill 005 MU Id be, and
is to-day. I used the HA loll 1114 16011.e.
and the ex-rict'HA tioAP in washing him.
inflow five years of age, and all right
'Doe ether ease wee a dist ase of the scalp,
wit ch wits cured by washing with the Crvi-
cuitA ttoa and rubbing Ito the CUTICURA,
one hot 110 of t UTICE RA RESOLVENT ht•Ing
used. They have proved successful in every
ease when, I have advised the use of them.
It is surprising how rapidly a child will lin-
!move ii other their treatment I recommend
theIn for any disease of the skin as being the
lest in thityworti. This is my experience, and
mI a retu to stand by toly statement.
JOHN H BERo.
Aalericato Howse, Hegittisburgh, N. V.
An Unbearable Skin Disease Cured.
I have been afflicted since boat March with
a skin ilisease the doctors called Eezetna,
My fitee Was covered with scabs and sores,
and the in•hing and burning *knout unbear-
able Sef1111I( your CUTICERA REMEDIES no
highly recommended. etoncluded to give them
a trial, using the C rift' IS RA and CrTler KA
SOAP eXttrnally. and Resotvesr Internally
for four 'months. I call nlyiwlf cured, in
Knit it nde:for which I make this public state-
ment. MIMS. CLARA A. FREDERICK,
Broad Brook, Conn.
• Cuticura Remedies
curew every species of torturing humiliating
Itching, blunting, scaly and dimply diseases
the skin. scalp hood blood, with loss of hair
and all humors, blotehes, eruptions, sore.,
...ales, and crusts, whet her Mtn ple, otcrolu loots.
,,r kno(w•oni:troof.eribwaidsi,i fwaiblen physicians HMI I/11
Sold everywhere. Price, CUTICURA, 50;
Me oA 211..,,• Ii2/4411.V Y.PIT. II. Prepared by the
Pcr:rr.ittt:i0 AN CursicAl. CORN/HA-Ti .11 s
44ml for "How to Cure Skin Diseases," al
pages, 60 Illustrations, and NO testimonials.
BABY'S Skin and Scalp preserved iv.,IstatitItitnI by LuTlcuitA 1.4oA it.
kliso'utely pure.
Pains and Weakness
if fonotlem foetal-III% relieved by
MS, new, 'decant anti .% to-
titlote to Pain, intiammat bon, and
,Weakness, the Cisid • tl-
DURELLE IT IS.
.10101 failed. Jr., Fails to Get tile Ap-
pointment as .aaibiatit District
.% hurtles.
His Louisville Mini Walks, t Off With
the Fit.---Sltatohi Treatment by
Mr. .1o11).
Mr. Jolly has at lest appointed his.
assistant, and r. Durt.11e, of Louis-
ville, is the lucky man, the appeint-
meth being made Tuesday morning.
A New Etta reporter was the first
to break the news of the appoint-
ment to Mr. Felaud, us ho dill not
seem particularly upset about it.
"What have you to say asked
the. reporter.
"Not tnuch to-day," eald (le. gen-
tleman, ''but come around to-niorrow
and I'll give you sionit.thing to write
about."
"1)1(1 not NI r. Jolly make you all
tialli lied offer of (lie place '."'
"He did, and on two ()eva-
sions, and he has never asked
me to release him from those
inomises. I had no Intimation from
him that he wanted to be released,
and certainly expected he would
make his word good."
"Did you not go to Washington in
his interest, after your father's ap-
pointment, and was it not understood
between you, that you were to have
the assistant district attorneyship?
"I (lid, and it was, but I don't care
to talk any more ite:day."
Mr. Feland evidently thinks he has
been shabbily treated, and the NEW
Etta entirely agrees 1%ith him. Aside
from the fact that Mr. Jolly, made a
direct proffer of the place, the deal-
ings between the two- have been on
that basis. Mr. Jolly might, at least
have had the courtesy to ask a release
from those promises, which would
unquestionably have been granted.
Instead of this course, he has pur-
sued one which, to say the least,
places him in a questionable light,
and put5 his word on the market at a
discount.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mr. John Friend, Jr., this morn-
ing declines to make any further
statement relative to the way in
which he has been euchred out of the
appointment as assistant district at-
torney of Kentucky. The facts are
befor6 the public, Held he, and every-
body is familiar with them. There
iti nothing more that could possibly
be done except to gratify the Democ-
racy and let them have a chance to
exult over a house divbled against
Mn, Felaud says he has fooled the
newspapers long enough, and withe
to remind us that he is a true Repub-
lican, and not engaged in furnishing
such matter as we desire. He says
lie is satisfied with the matter as it
stands and that while the statemants
we have made are unquestionably
true, he will say nothing more.
The NEW Etta feels that it violates
no confidence when it remarks that
Mr. Jolly had better keel)' hie hogs
out of Mr. Friend's potato patch
henceforth.
•
The NEW Etta is the largest and
handsomest $1.00 weekly printed in
the state. Come in and subscribe
and get a tieket in the $1,000.011 worth
of premiums given away.
An Epidemic of Bloody Elm.
Lust summer the flux raged here to
a fearful extent. About five miles
north of here at the Whiteside grave
yard there was five victims of this
dreadful disease buried in our day.
The doctors could do nothing with
the (Raceme. When My family were
taken, I went to Waiter Brothers, of
Waltersburg, and told them the situ-
ation. They said, give Chatubertaie's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhwa Remedy,
that they had sent out several hun-
dred bottles into the infected district
and "every day we hear how this
medicine is curing them. So far we
have not heard of it's failing :n a sin-
gle instance." I went to giving it
and could soon see the good effects
and a cure was the result. Anyone
in doubt about these facts may write
to me.-L. C. Eems, Rock, Pope Co.,
Illinois. For sale by all druggists.
The NEW ERA Will give away, one
$00.00 two-horse Wagon, one fine
buggy, and many other valuable
presents this fall. Renew your sub-
scription and get a chance.
Church Hill Notes.
Mr. Geo. Pierce and daughter,-Mise
Sallie, attended the Eddyville camp-
meeting.
Miss Mettle Moore, from Trenton,
is the guest of Miss Doyle Anderson.
Miss Addah Shaw. of Fairview, is
to be our teacher this year.
Miss Nonie Brewer, a lovely and
charming young lady, of your city,
has returned home after a too brief
stay in our midst. She was the guest
of Miss Ethel Duke.
Rev. J. W. Bigham, delivered quite
an eloquent address Sunday, to a
large and appreciative audience, at
Hebron Methodist church.
Mr. Jaek West, who has been very
low with !train fever, in improving
rapidly.
Miss Ethel Duke will leave this
week for Pee Dee, where mile will
teach in district No. 18
Miss Kemple Sherrell, of Bennetts-
town, is the guest of Miss Lizzie
Owen.
Madame Rumor says listen for the
silvery tones of wedding bells "when
the leaves begin to turn."
"Demoetet-r."
$1,000.00 given away in premiums
to its subscribers by the New Ella.
Remember our gift distribution.
Have you retiev.-ed your subscription ?
aZZ4.9.
c)a%
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The Chief Reason for tas marvellons sne-
mu of Hood's Sarmapsrilla Is round too the fact
that this niedi•-Ina actually accomplishes all
that Os claimed for ft. Its real merit has wno
f"'Merit Wins a "'"""'"'Popolarity sod sale
"rester than that of soy other blood portlier.
IS cures Scrofula. •'I 
Ilyspereox. ate.
Prepared only by C. I. Ilead S Cs,, b,wea, Mass
EVANSVILLE &CANISILTON DAILY PACK Er
The Light Draught Steamer
Frani= St-cin...
J. li. THOMPSON. Niannger
Ell NASH Clerk
NVIII have Evansville for canneiten (hely,
except Sunda), O'CIOCk a. M. molting
sore connections with tit & N. It. It,
Re/11/11111g, 11•11Vell CIIIIInehori dully Out
p tn., Sunday rxeepted, and /Well.eleure/ toi
9 p. in.
sl %DAY TIME CARD.
leaves Ey/L/19%111e 9 It. III. Allan.,
Leaves tiw.•11 r • . p on eloarp
Fare Micents bor round trip on ttuntjay.
A FOR A ht,jUlltitt.i..
A Young Matto Falls Seventy-five Feet
Fr Hoe Top of a Tree to the
Ground.
The Owensboro Inquirer gays:
Bud Wall and two other young men,
living in the west Louisville neigh-
borhood, near this city, went hunting
Saturday evening near their homes,
after squirrels. Wall climbed a tall
tree, either In search of sonic young
equirrels or to reeover a squirrel
*lite!' he had crippled, and in doing
so met it ith a horrible Reeident re-
sulting iii almoth instant death.
The tree was( a lofty one and Wall
climhe -I up until he was seventy-
five feet from tin' ground. While
standing on a limb retelling for his
game, the limb suddenly gave way
beneath him and he plunged to the
ground. He struck with a horrible
crushing and crunching simnel which
betokened the fatal effects of the fall.
Nearly every bone In his body was
1.roketi, and his frame was at, terribly
shattered that he only ut (el less than
five m n Wes after fulling.
%Vali was the son of Hemp Wall, a
farmer. lie was about 3.5 years old.
lie leaves a wife end two children.
TO r.r...S.L ALL BLOOD COY:ACION.
TUE MST ix TUE ACC/r/I.D.
I 111111: rovirt's Specific Is the best blood -
In the w••r1.1. I ham known It to make sonic won:" -
tel can:sof patients who were consider d
D. H. Catisox, Cu',: L
Treatise on Mood and Sk"n INIMISC3 r.,ilti 1'-
Tnx Sov:rr Smarm Co., Drawer 3, A:: , ( a.
Sampk Room.
We have fitted up room No 105
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the finest
stocks of new style furniture ever
handle(' in title city. ‘Ve handle all
grades from the best to the elleapeet
We are making speeialty of Fine ;
Bed-room and Parlor sets, Sofas, I and we have just purchase.' a large lot of goods at a great sacrifice sale in the east.
Lounges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
case's, Hat Racks, Sideboards,, Fancy We will (rive our patrons the full benefit of our great bargains. Below we give you a
Plush awl Willow Rockers. We ale few of the
have a full line of Nt•w Wardrohes,
I)iunitnreg tables, \ I antettriemsteerasdsge f(e7rs an SPECIAL BARGAIN
everything carried in it large whole-
sale and retail 'mime. W'r cannot ex-
pect to walk right into business; un-
less we offer some extra inducement.
So we will say to one and all, come
examine our One pair suspenders, sold evervwhere for 25e.
For wwxw
One pair suspenders that are cheapat boc.
1E' cox- 35 Cerutiss
One imitation flannel shirt well worth 75c.
iEN:7,01`
One Mole skin or flannel shirt good for75c.
lamso Stock
We will sell you the best quality of
goods for less money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or stay other large city. We will
not allow
prices
to interfere if we can please you in
our goods. Allow us Cu) offer many
thanks for your past patronage,which
we have enjoyed. We will do our
best ,to merit a continuance of thc
same.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
and METALIC
COFFINS
and CASK ETS,
And can furnish theln day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr A. 'W.
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
attest(' to all funerals entrusted to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
Brashlr.
Fox- "7 Cemrxts
A genuine flannel shirt worth $1,26.
One pair shoes well worth $1.75
=CDR
One suit of summer clothes, fit any man or boy.
FOR $3.50
Will buy an all wool suit worth $6.00
FOR $500
We will sell an all wool fast colony suit worth $8.00.
F010'15.00
We will sell choice of any suit in our house. Suits range as high as
$30 00. Tb ese o re genuine bargains.
Furnishing goods and hats at your own price. Our immense stock of
SE; 3IB
At a terrible sacrifice. This is a great clearance sale, and every article has been cut
in price. Call and see f ,r yourselves, No room to quote prices. We gurantee you
goods cheaper ti :1.1 you ever purchased in your life.
Pye, Dicken & Wall,
"GOLISYHANI DR"TILSITER'
AT "THE RELIABLE" CLOTHING AND SHOE COMPANY,
FELANIK3101L.'
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY WE WILL SELL OUR
Gold Laundried. Shirts for
" Unlaundried "
Silver Launoried
b` Unlaundried
INS
IMO
We Nvill also contittue our Grand Clearance Sale and quote she following Clearance prices.
To close our hats and furnishing goods we
almost
Dive Thom Away
Although WC have had an
Immense Sale
on these goods we 114-.o vet enough in stock
to supply some retailers in their
Children Cr
FOR PITNKR'S
asteria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has over known.
ST.717,-43.1NTC= CCM P'..e1.1•7" "Z"
OF LIVERPOOL. •
Capital -
Assets in lite United States
tti1,11041,000
4,4 14,774
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest fire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN, Manus.
General Offi...e 504 Main Street, Louisville,
WA I,TElt F. ()ARNETT, Resident Agent, Hopkinsville, Ky.
;
STRAYED
From my premises on Sunday, June
tod, 1504/, ten sheep, two bucks, four weath-
ers and four Iambs, one weather with horns
sad oue lamb with horns. They were at
Newsiest], Ky., when last heard from. A
liberal rewartl will he paid for their return to
ine, tor for information leading to their re-
covery. W $ BoroVo'LEs,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Christian Circuit Court.
The Bank of Hopkintetalle Notice to
rtsil LOTS.
I'. J. Iteeves
In bun uance of an order entered at the
March term. POW, In the oo tame pi13-le41 cause,
I herby not If% the (-million,. of C. J Hee% es
too Me their elaitus With Inc properly proven,
on Of Irefore the tine tiny of September, 11440
1. BURNETT, Master Couo'r.
Flle claims with Hunter aN'taxi for rue.
Christian Circuit Court.
E. P. Wood's Achn'r Notice to
VeL 
E. P. Wood's iirs.& creditors Creditors.
In pursuance of an order entered at the
March term. ISM, ID the above styled cause,
I hereby notify the creditors of E. P. Wood,
decesiaed, to file their claims with me proper-
ly proven, on or before the first day of Sep-
tember, IOW.
I. BUIINF.TT. Matter. Com'r.
File claims with Hunter Wood for me.
Christian Circuit Court.
Gabe Weat's Adtn'r Notice to
vs. 
Gabe West's Hrs. & Creditors 
Creditors.
In pursuance of an order entered at the
March term. lMI, In the above stated cause,
I hereto' notity the creditors of the estate of
deed, to tile their claims with
me properly proven, on or before the first day
of Sept...tallier, me.
I. liCHNETT, Master Cotn'r.
File claims with Hunter Wood for me.
Estray Notice.
Taken top as astray b,v John Coombs. living
on Virginia street, In Hopkinsville, Chris-
tian county, on Use 5rd Inst., one black hog
aged I year, having four white feet and
marked with a smooth crop on right ear,
but having no other mark or tortoise, and
which I have appraised at the value of four
dollars.
Witness my hand this lird day of August,
Pea. T. C. Toaster, J. I'. C. C.
nugfl.ditaw3t
DOWN WITH KILRAIN
and down goes the prices in goods at the
Clothing Palace
We arethe acknowledged leathers in the elothingbusiness of Hopkinsville, and are sus-
taining our reputation ky
Fair Dealing and Low Prices,
That we were fortunate to secure. but for want of space cannot enumerate them ail
F3CONt., 1.5 3a1%Tffives
$1.09
86
86
69
Ohotocfir Se Sk The balance of our stock of
Broken, fine 1 othing
lsa little
lit we can yet size any
in men's . shoes atl
• .
pricesthat cannot 1•e
re.
firSt Of SPIS011 StOCIT
• -
Choke of any of our $2.50, 3.00, 3.50,
1.00 and 1.50 stiff hat in the house for
$2.48.
Underwear, Shirts, collars, cuffs, handker- SHOES
chiefs, anti flannel shirts all go at
I'
Ladies shoes at $1.00,
1.10, 1.25 • and 1.65,
fernier price l.25, 1.40,
1.75 and 2,00.
Misses' and Children's
-Al
ClearancePrices. mum Nu,
Must and will be sold within the
Next Ten Days
and to accomplish this end we offer
Extra Inducements
Suits at
Former price was $20.00, 22.50. 25.00,
27.00. Suits at
15.4Z)CD
Former price $17.00, 17.50, 1s.00 and
18.50. Suits at
$13.0
Former price $14.54, 15.00, 15.50, 16.00
and 16.56.
WARM WAVIER CLOTHING
Alpacms, Drab 'Nies, Silk Pongees. Serges
and Linens all at clearance prices.
"The Reliable" Clothing & Shoe Co.,
ati
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TIIENEW ERA. Venal gorueings.
—Pt BL1811111) se— Walter Tralnum has taken a posl-
Nor Era Printing and Publish,ny Co. ton at A. A. Metz.
It A YEAR.
sase.ed at the PostoUice iu
seiseaa etas. matter.
Rev. L. L. Thomas, of Louisville,
_
-- filled the pulpit at the Baptist church
Ropkossville as Sunday.
Friday Aug. 30, 1889.
*To Subscribers.
Recently we have
drop.ded from our
weeaiy subscription
list a number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our books,
has expired. This is a
rine It Lrictly adhered
to. Please look on the
margin of your paper
and see when your
time is out and come
4 up and renew at $1 per
year with ticket in
draw.ng. Persons see-
ing this notice who do
not now get the paper
regularly, will please
look up their receipts
or on the margin of
their last paper and
see when their sub-
scription expired.
t)uitte ants &ortstu.
I. N. Childress, of Caledonia was
In the city Friday.
Mrs. F. B. Henry is visiting rela-
tives in South Christian.
Miss Bernie Jones, of Cadiz, is the
guest of Mrs. Thos. Jones.
Nrs. T. H. Hord, of Calvert City is
visiting relatives in this city.
Rev. Geo. Campbell, of Greenville,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Jelin Savage has returned from a
visit to his father at Owensboro
Miss Katie Richardson, of Paducah,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Cortez
Leavell.
Mild; Ella Johnston, of Madison-
ville, is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. W.
K. Nesbit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Withers and
daughter, Mies Lizzie, have returned
from the east.
Misses Ida Simpson and Alice
Smith, of Elkton, are visiting the
family of Mr. John Young.
Misses Minnie Roper and Rosa
Bamberger have returned from an
extended visit to friends iniPrinceton.
Mrs. H. C. Gwathoney and daugh-
ter, of New York, are at the Phoenix
where they will remain for several
weeks.
Miss Ida Bowling, of Crofton, is
visiting Miele Della Coombs, who has
recently returned from a visit to rela-
tives in Webster and Hopkins coun-
ties.
Misses Minnie and Anna McDougle,
of Maysville, Ky., who have been
spending the summer with relatives
and friends in the city and county,
left this morning for their home.
The young ladies won ninny friends
during their stay who regret their de-
parture. •
Browns Iron Bitters fnrnishes aid
to the stomach to accomplish its
work. Only a medicine which has
a specific action upon the stomach
• will do you any good, and Brown's
Iron Bitters will act directly upon
that organ, toning it up and giving it
strength to do its work, relieving
the pressure upon the nerves, quick-
ening and improving the appetite,
removing flatulency and heartburn,
restoring the appetite, and dispelling
the dizzy spells which are so annoy-
ing, and may prove very dangerous.
The city has been handsomely
billed for the appearance of the
Cleveland Haverty minstrels at the
opera house on Wednesday night.
The troupe is one of the largest upon
the road and carries special scenery
for their famous opening. The opera
house will doubtless be crowded on
this occasion.
Scrofula, in the blood, corrupts and
contaminates every tissue and fiber
in the whole body; but whether ap-
pearing in the form of swelling, ery-
sipelas, or running sores, the malig-
nant poisons of this disease are com-
pletely eradicated by the use of
• A yer's Sarsaparilla.
A branch of the Southern Build-
ing and Loan association has been
organized in this city, with M. C.
Forbes president; J. D. Hayes sec-
retary; W. T. Tandy treasurer;
Hunter Wood attorney. The board
of directors consists of C. W. Met-
calfe, F. E. Blumenstiel, S. G. Buck-
ner, R. H. DeTreville and Hunter
Wood. The headquarters of the as-
sociation is at Knoxville.
Young Johnson, S. & B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
nounce 'Owen's Pink Mixture' the
beat for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: " 'Owen's Pink
Mixture saved my baby's life while
suffering from diarrhcea and summer
complaint." For sale by all drug-
gist-
To-morrow morning a special train
will leave this city for Bowling
• Green, bearing the Hopkinsville
delegation to the state convention of
N. B. F. Ample arrangements have
been made for the transportation of
all who may wish to attend, and
liberal rates have been secured from
the railroad for the round trip. The
best order will be maintained as the
excursion Is under the management
of local colored citizens et eminent
respectability.
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownie/Hie, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' w
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing he ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
No Assignments Yet.
The Owensboro Messenger says:
At this time the September assign-
ments of storekeepers and guagers is
usually made public, but as the com-
missions of only a few of Collector
Felaad's appointees have been re-
ceived the slate is not yet made up
• and the present force will continue to
hold their places until the necessary
documents to install their successors
In °Mee are received from Washing-
ton.
Don't You K WM/
al you cannot afford to neglect that
fault ? Don't you know that it
might lead to consumption, to insan-
ity, to death. Don't you know it can
be easily cured? Don't you know that
while the thousand and one nostrums
you have tried have utterly failed
that Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy is a
certain cure? It has stood the test
of years, and there are hundreds of
thousands of grateful men and wo-
men In all parts of the country who
can testify to its efficiency. All
druggists.
•
Rose Davis has resigned his po-
it, sition with Alex Oilliisndao accept a
simular place in his brother's grocery
INotalbilsbawat.
Mr. David Word's family has re-
cently been increased by the erriNal
Of a fine little girl.
Twenty-flrJersey and Grade Jer-
sey millet ows and heiferstr sale.
d eodetw tf. \V. F. 'Arnie.
Mr. M. Lipstine has returned front
Owensboro and has been sick at his
home on east 7th street, since his
return.
Thomas (laugh, the brakeman who
was wounded at Henderson Monday,
died Tuesday and was carried to his
home at Earlingtou.
Several additional experiments
with Dr. Brown Sequard's elixir by
local physicians have had satisfac-
tory results.
It is said that a company with a
large capital stock has been organ-
ized to purchase the Arcadia Hotel
property, Including the salts wells,
chalybeate well, etc.
Mr. Ed Jonas, of London, England,
was married Tuesday to Miss Maggie
Dixon, of Henderson. Miss Dixon
is a grand-daughter of ex-United
States Senator Dixon.
Dr. Patton has for sale 12 mares,
good colors, good size, 4 to 7 years
old, well broke, each is a good farm,
brood and drawing animal.
W. F. Parro4.
Dr Andrew Seargent has a small
rat terrier which has cultivated a de-
cided taste for mosquitoes. Dr.
Seargent Says the little animal will
sit by him when reading and catch
every mosquito which comes around
him.
Geo. Patterson and Pope McCracken
came before Judge Winfree Monday
and entered jointly a plea of guilty
to the charge of selling liquor unlaw-
fully. Warrants had recently been
issued for their arrest. They were
fined $60 which was promptly paid.
Tom Williams, col., of Pembroke,
wits tined $2.5 and costs by Judge
Winfree Monday for carrying con-
cealed deadly weapons. In default
ef the amount he will break rock
under the watchful eye of Mr. Big-
gerst aff.
Mr. Harvey Breathitt's bowie will
be ready for occupancy by Oct. let.
Mr. B. has suddenly altered his de-
termination to occupy it himself and
now announces that it will be for
rent. Why this sudden change of
mind of Mr. Breathitt?
A negro named Jas. Miller was ar-
rested and jailed at Henderson for
poisoning two mules. Sunday night
an attempt was made to organize a
mob to hang him, but failed for lack
of a leader. The negro has been tak-
en to Owensboro for safe keeping.
Rev. C. Hersman, a distin-
guished Presbyterian divine of Ten-
nessee, preached to large congrega-
tions Sunday morning and evening
at the Ninth Street Presbyterian
church. The pastor, W. L. Nourse,
preached at Greenville, Ky., on the
same day.
Thomas Gough, an L. & N. brake-
man, lay down near his train Monday
afternoon in Henderson county and
went to sleep. The train pulled out
and the wheels of a car passed over
both arms which he had unconcious-
ly thrown across the rail and crushed
them terribly. It is expected that he
will die.
Mr. Jas. S. Ragsdale has entered
the field as a candidate for County
Court Clerk subject to the action of
the Democratic party. Mr. Ragsdale
is well known as a life long, true
Democrat and has devoted much
time and energy to his party, taking
an active part in its campaigns, and
never falling to respond to duty's call.
A Montgomery county coroners
jury rendered a strange ver-
dict over the body of a man found
dead near Clarksville: "Death by
violent murder." The man's head
had been severed from the trunk,
both arms were cut from the body
and both eyes were gone. This was
evidence [sufficient to justify the ver-
dict of "violent murder."
Seventy-five new cases have been
entered upon the civil docket since
the last term of the circuit court, and
Judge Grace will find his hands full
for the September term. The crimi-
nal docket will be unusually large.
There are now about twenty prisoners
confined in the county jail charged
with various "high crimes and mis-
demeanors," besides quite a number
who are out on bond.
The insurance companies have ad-
justed the losses occasioned by the
partial destruction of Maj. Ferrell's
residence in an entirely satisfactory
manner. The Hopkinsville High
School began yesterday with the
most flattering assurances of a suc-
cessful term. Maj. and Mrs. Ferrell
have made arrangements for the
temporary entertainment of their
boarders. The damaged building
will Le repaired at once.
"Let there be light" for six hours
twenty nights of each month,
I. what the existing contract between
the city of Hopkinsville and the Gila
Company says. Before 10:30 o'clock
on many nights the street lamps are
extinguished in the resident portions
of the city on the principal streets.
I. the city given credit by the amount
of gag thus saved and the amount de-
ducted from the sum which the con-
tract calls for? We rather opine not.
The city council should instruct the
police force to see that those tempo
are kept burning until 12 o'clock
by railroad time and if they are ex-
tinguished before this hour the fact
should be promptly reported.
The entire stock of dry goods of N.
B. Shyer has been sold to Mr. Morris
ohen, of Marshfield, Mo., who will
remove his family to this city at an
early date and take possession of the
business. Mr. Cohen is spoken of as
a thoroughly live and energetic mer-
chant, who will bring years of expe-
rience to the business. The people of
Hopkinsville will welcome him as
they do every man who has confi-
dence enough in the future of our
city to invest his interests here
among us. Mr. Shyer has been iden-
tified with the dry goods business of
this city for many years, and has
made many friends who will give
him up very reluctantly. He has
always been for Hopkinsville and
has aided liberally every effort to
advance her Interests. As stated in
a previous issue he goes to Nashville
to embark in the wholesale jewelry
_pa:sinew.. He will leave with his
fam4ly next week.
There was a terrible epidemic of
dysentery and bloody flux in Pope
County, Illinois, last summer. As
many as live deaths occurred in one
day. Messrs. Walter Brothers, ef
Vvaltersburg, sold over 380 bottles of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhtea Remedy during this epi-
demic and say they never heard of
It's failing in any case when the die-
rections were followed. It was the
only medicine used that did cure the
worst cases. Many persons were
cured by It after the doctors had
given them up. 25 and 50 cent bot-
tles for sale by H. B. Garner.
Well, "that depecds." He can if
his throat is large enough and the
cannon-ball not too large. The ques-
tion really seems worthy of some
consideration in view of the size of
some of the pills that are prescribed
for suffering humanity. Why not
throw them "to the does," and take
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pel-
lets? Small, sugar-coated, purely
vegetable, perfectly harmless, in
glass, and always fresh.
A committee has been aoppinted to
examine the Baptist church building
with a view to repairing and improv-
ing its appearance. The building is
about ten years behind the congrega-
tion, and it is hoped that extensive
improvements will be made.
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
James Buchanan, a married man,
outraged a 13-year-old girl in Person
County, N. C. The county is being
scoured for him, and if he is caught
will be lynched.
Malarial poison can be entirely re-
moved from the system by the use
of Ayer's Ague Cure. This remedy
contains a specific, in the form of a
vegetable product, used in no other
Ague preparations. Warranted.
Mat McCabe, of New Brunswick,
Ill., offers to pay five dollars to any
person troubled with bloody flux,
who will take Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy ac-
cording to directions and does not
get well in the shortest possible time.
One half of a 25 cent bottle of this
remedy cured him of bloody flux,
after he had tried other medicines
and the prescriptions of physicians
without benefit. Mr. McCabe is per-
fectly safe in making this offer, as
more than a thousand bottles of this
remedy are sold each day and it has
never been known to fail in any case
of colic, cholera morbue, dysentery,
diarrh(ea or bloody flux, when the
plain printed directions were fol-
lowed. For sale by H. B. Garner.
W. J. Withers & Sou., had a very
; line mule severely injured by a barb-
ed wire fence Sunday..
Mr. J. M. Hester has rented the Fe- The Survey About anpleted
land property, corner Walnut and
12th streets, aud will remove his fam-
ily in a fe le days.
WATER WORKS.
The South Kentucky Telephone
company will place a new switch
I board in the central office in a short
time.
I Persons knowing themselves in-
debted to me by note or open account
for Fertilizer will please call and Set-
tle at once, I am forced to settle up
my business. D. A. TANDY, Agt.
w4t.
Mr. C. E. •Keuedy left Monday
night for St. Louis where he has se-
cured a position with a wholesale
grocery house. He is a young man
of wide experience, of fine business
sense and will make his employees a
faithful servant.
Will lam K ing and another colored
man named Carter were engaged in a
rough tight at Herndon, Saturday.
King got in his work with a razor
anti Carter retaliated with a large
stone. Theyikere tried before Squire
Major Tuesday and need $15 each.
Rev. George O. Barnes delivered a
lecture at the court house to a large
audience Monday evening. Every
one Was pleased with his effort, and
a contributiot was taken up for him
at its close, which was shamefully
small considering the quality of the
lecture.
FIFTEEN YEARS.
Satisfactory Results,
The Supply of Water Large Enough
For a City Many timer Our Size
And Quality First-(7Iass.
Mr. Kennedy, a civil engineer from
Indiana, who has beeu employed by
the council to survey the city and re-
port on the probable cost of a systet
of water-works and also on the exten
of the supply, has about finished hi
work, and will return home in a da
or two. During the time he has bee
here he has walked overall the coun
try surrounding for a distance o
about three miles and thorougly ex
plored all the streams, the springi
and their sources and traced miles o
caverns.
A New ERA reporter sought hit
this morning and asked him what h
thought of our water supply.
"I have tramped over a distance o
probably seventy-five miles since
arrived and am thoroughly familiar
with the surrounding country.
have visited all the springs, am
found that while sonic are strop
they are fed from the surface. Time
whole country around is a perfect
honey-comb of caverns, and through
through these comes the water
which forme your springs. The big
rock spring is nothing more than an
underground stream fed front the
surface through sink holes. The
cave spring at the asylum is similar,
for I explored the cavern for a con-
siderable distance, by wading up the
[stream, and also followed its course
Pulliam Sentenced to the Penitentiary on the surface by a chain of sink
holes. All of the springs put to-
gether wouldn't begin to furnish wa-
ter enough for your city."
"Then where can we get it quer-
ritd the reporter.
"From either of the two riv-
ers. I have thoroughly ex-
plored the country bordering on
both, and find that on the south
fork a limestone formation exists,
while on the north it is sand-stone.
Between the two as a matter of course
you Omuta take the north fork, where
the water will be softer, coming from
a sand .stone country.
"Up above the rock quarry is the
fines place for a darn I ever saw. On
either side of the stream are rock
walls, and a dam could be built across
the creek fully forty feet high if you
wish it. You could nriake a perfect
lake there. I have surveyed that
section and find that the natural
watershed is 40 square miles. That
is an enormous drainage. I also
looked for caverns over' this shed to
see if there was a possibility of losing
the water after securing it, but I
could find none. Even if one should
be found it would be an easy matter
to stop it.
"One inch of rain fall on one square
mile of territory is equal to 17,000,000
gallons of water; thus you [see that
if the rain extended over all the 40
square miles of this territory there
would be 680,000,000 gallons. Only
about half that falls will sink into
the earth at once, the remainder runs
off into streams. Front one heavy
rain then we could catch 340,000,0oo
gallons if we wanted it.
A dam 12 feet high across the river
above the quarry would hold 100,000,-
000 gallons of water, hence one rain
would run your damn over."
"Would the river itself, without
the rain, supply water enough?"
asked the reporter who wanted to
know all about this thing.
"Yes; enough for a city of 30,0(k
inhabitants, and it would be good
and pure at that. Nearly all cities
use river water, and this water, with
the plan I propose to adopt would be
almost pure. The land surrounding
the river above the dam is or will be
mostly in grasses, because it is hilly
and unprofitable if cultivated in any-
thing else. No large body of water is
ever stagnant, whether it runs or
not. In order that it be stagnant it
is necessary for the sun's rays to
heat it clear to the bottom. This
would be impossible. You never
saw in all your life a stagnant body
of water that was large and deep.
"Fhe plan I would adopt is this:
After building the big damn, I would
build a pumping station and small
reservoir just a little ways below,
with a capacity say of 150,000 gallons,
and from this lay a pipe to the top
of the hill about the Bell place where
I would erect a stand pipe with a ca-
pacity of 250,000 gallons. In this
way the water would get three set-
tlings, first in the big dam, second in
the little reservoir and third in the
stand pipe, which would make it al-
ways perfectly clear and pure.
"What pressure would that stand-
pipe give?"
"The top of Bell's hill Is 156 leet
above the bed of the river, and a
stand-pipe 90 or 100 feet high would
give a pressure sufficient to throw
water over any buildIng in the city,
whether on a hill or in a valley. It
would be from fifty pounds on the
highest elevation to about ninety
pounds on Main street."
"What amount of water per (lay
would be sufficient for title city r
"In closely built cities it is less per
capita than where large lawns sur-
round the houses. About twenty
Can a Man Swallow a Cannon-Ball. I gallons per day per capita is an extra
allowance, and I calculate that from
l50,060 to Lak,000 gallons would fur-
nish all you could possibly corn ume
for several years."
The gentleman entered into many
minute details regarding the matter
but space is too limited to refer to
them.
for That Length of Moe.
His Attorneys Will Move tOr a New
Trial on the Ground of Prejudice
on the Part of's Juror.
The Owensboro Inquirer says:—
The jury in the Pulliam case, after
having been locked up together all
night, sent word to Judge McBeatti
yesterday morning at 8:30 o'clock
that they were ready with their ver-
dict. Everybody was anxiously
waiting for this announcement, and
in a few minutes the court room was
packed with people of every class.
Judge Melleath restored order, and
the prisoner was brought in, looking
pale, haggard and nervous, but strug-
gling to maintain his :aim. The
jury tiled in and time foreman handed
the verdict to the clerk, who read it
amid the most profound silence on
the part of the audience.
The verdict declared Pulliam
guilty of manslaughter, and fixed his
punishment at confinement in the
penitentiary for fifteen years at hard
labor.
Pulliam sat with his eyes on the
clerk during the reading of the ver-
dict, and maintained his composure
wonderfully well, although the result
was a shock to him inasmuch al he
had allowed himself to be almost
convinced that it would be a hung
jury and had so expressed himself.
When he had heard it through, a
look ot the utmost dejection spread
over his features. His daughters,
Misses Sallie and Annie Pulliam,
and several other members of the
family, sat near the prisoner when
the verdict was read. Sallie Pulliam
was deeply affected by it. She has
all along shown more sympathy .for
her father than any ofthe others, the
other daughter, Annie, having at
first sided with her mother.
After the prisoner had been remov-
ed from the court room to the jail, a
most affecting scene took place be-
tween him and the members of his
family, none of whom, except Miss
Sallie Pulliam, had given any sign
of feeling while in the court rooms.
Pulliam's lawyers will at once
move for a new trial, on the ground
that one of the jurors had expressed
an opinion, previous to the triel, un-
favorable to Pulliam. It is said that
they expect to prove that this juror
was heard to say at Rock Haven that
Pulliam ought to be hung.
Cholera infautum has lost its terrors
since the introduction of Chamber-
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. When that remedy is used
and the treatment as directed with
each bottle is followed, a cure is cer-
tain. 'Mrs. Fanny Lauderdale, of
Pope Co., Ill., says it cured her baby
of cholera infantum and she thinks
saved its life. A. W. Walter, a prom-
inent merchant at Waltersburg, Ill.,
says it cured his baby boy of cholera
infanturn after several other remedies
had failed. The child was so low
that "he seemed almost beyond the
aid of human hands or reach of any
medicine," but Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrlicea Remedy cured
him. 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale
by all druggists.
Tobacco Sales.
Sales by Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
Clarksville, Tenn., for the week end-
ing Aug. 28th, 404 hhds. as follows:
66 hhds. fine leaf, $9 25 to 13 00.
45 hhds. good leaf, $8 00 to 9 00.
69 hints. good med. leaf, $7 00 to
7 9.5.
186. Wide. corn. and med. leaf, $3 80
to 6 90.,
38 Mids. lugs, $1 25 to 5 10.
Many old soldiers who had con-
tracted chronic diarriara, while in
the service, have since been perma-
nently cured of it by Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Dian:hien Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
Our list of premiums will be large
and valuable. Renew your subscrip-
tion and get a ticket.
Our agent will call on you shortly.
Have a dollar ready for him, anti
get a chance in the big gift distribu-
tion.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
We cordially invite
you, ladies, to examine
our line of Toilet Arti-
cles Perfumery. We
know you will be highly
pleased. WYLY & BritNETT.
BIDS FOR MEATS.
I will receive scaled bids up to Sep-
tember 7th at 6 p. ni.. for one year's
supply of beef and mutton for the
Western Ky., Lunatic Asylum, be-
ginning September 8th, 1889, and
ending September 7th, 1890. Said
beef and mutton to be of best quality
and furnished regularly at asylum
at such times and in such quantities
as the steward may require. To be
weighed at asylum on delivery and
settled for monthly by said weights.
the asylum to receive it in equal
numbers of fore and hind quarters.
I reserve the right to reject any or
all bids. J. BUCKNER,
(ltd. Steward.
Hardware of every kind
can be bought at Gus Young's
on Court street at extremely
low prices.
Extra low prices can be found on
custom-made buggies at
Bensts:Nwrisala CARRIAOE CO.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
wits 200,000 gun and pistol car-
tridges of all, sizes and the
best quality for sale at Gus
Young's
TOILET SOAPS
..eA.1NT=
r
:GAITHERs
r
,
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pairing
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Terfumery
NICE LINE
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and
done
and
d&wtf
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by
Gunsmith's work
of every kind
the shortest notice
most durable manner
Gus Young.
,. PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECILTY
..43x.ur
Gaither's
DRUG STORE.
UPHOLSTERINC,
Repairing & Varnishing
all kinds of Furniture done with
neatness and, dispatch at,
Blumensteil's Clrrile Co.
ROOKS
AL.
's.
,Gaither
-
Our house will be open
rimy AT 1 van
and continue so until
SaluidayNtigut,• .
When I will bid my friends
adieu with regret and thank
them for past favors.
I will here ask those in-
debted to me to call and
settle before accounts go
into the hands of collectors.
N.B.Shyer
PICTURE FRAMES.
Go to Gus Young's for all
kinds of picture frames. Pic-
tures framed on short notice
and on the most reasonable
terms. d&w-tf
The finest, cheapest
and most fashionable
Stationery -in the city.
Wyly & Burnett.
Gus Young has on hand a
bran new stock of breach
loading guns of the very
latest styles and from the
best manufactories in the
world, as well as all other
kinds of firearms. All war- '
ranted first—class in every
way and at bottom prices.
dawtf
$8,000 TO. LOAN 11
The Hopkinsville Building and ,
Loan Association has about eight
thousand dollars to loan to builders.
Secure a lot and build a home before
winter for your family. Payments
monthly, termite easy.
I'. \V. Lome J. D. lit'sset.t.,
Secretary.
_
President.
—
The largest line of
Slates, School Bags,
Tabiet9, In is, Pens, Pen-
cils and School Supplies
at lower prices than
you can buy them any-
where, at Wyly & Bur-
nett's, The Leading
Drug Men.
Go to Gus Young's for your ,
cuttlery. He has a large as- ,
sortment, from the finest .
grade down All at bottom
figures. d&wtf
ONLY ONE WEEK.
Our sacrifice sale will
continue this week on-
ly, parties who want
genuine bargains will
do well to call.
PYE, DICKEN & WALL
till.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorized to aunounce
GEORGE H. MADDEN
as et centiblate for Clerk of the Court of A p-
peals, •ubject to the action of the Democratic
' nominating primary or eonventioni
Corporation Notice.
At a nieeting of the stockholders of the
Gant & Onither Company held at their office
in the city of Hopkinsville, Christian Co..
-Ky., on Saturday, August 3rd, DOS, the fol-
lowing changes were made in Mee. :i of their
articles of Incorporation acknowledged July
15111,1885. Viz: It Is hereby ordered that the
(11:mataf171 1„(s Nat 'Intl WI, TinLrle„rxrPtilnelli_)uf
thousand (Mimi dollars which shall be paid
gifsrozugtuhsetp3redselnt .assets of the company.
J. W. MeGAI'lLifiIY, President.
T. (I. (IAINIEhl,
W. B. MAsorr, Directors.M I). }Matta,
,unAw4L E. B. ASCE.
Calls & Wallace
Real Estate,
Collecting and
Insurance Agents.
We will sell at a bargain
the Higgins lot on the west
side of Clay street, with a
2 story brick house • upon
it, also 3 io)roved lots on
the west side of Clay street
between 10th and 11th
streets, fronting 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet.
S
One of the most desirable residences
in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated on south Main street and known
as the Sam Fox properte.
A first-class business house for sale
on reasonable ternie, situated on S.
E. Con. of 9th and Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky. Caems & WALLACE.
A farm of 125 acres, situated Pi miles south
from Hopkinsville. Ky , on Cox Mill road.
Improvements good. 115 acres cleared and
Ii totimber.
For sale, lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These kits are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. R. track.
afcPlierson lots situated on South
side of 15th. St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on East side of Clarksville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
NVallace heirs, and being a part of
Sharp addition to city of Hopkins-
ville.
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles East of
Crofton, all limestone land,
Improved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres of land 8 miles south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., for sale. Im-
provements good and land first class.
fern's reasonable.
4 dwellings on Elm St. for
9th.• i
• i
" East of Clarksville St. for
sale.
"
Brown " II
II
1 dwelling West side of Virginia St.
1 " East " " 1 l 16
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
INSURANCE.
sale.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, hout,es
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Gallis & Wallace.
Dar Office in rooms lately
pied by post-office.
Hopkinsville-
Commissioners Sale.
Christian Circuit Court
D. M. Taylor and others 1.
agaltiat Equity.
M. 1 ipatine and others
Ily virtue of a judgment and order of mile of
the Christian I. ',cult Court, rendered at the
January term there f. 1555, In the above Male
1 011ik I proceed to oiler nor s• le at the tourt•
house (-hair, In Hot kinsville, Ky., the
highest bidder at bublle auction, on Mon-
day the 2nd day of September, Peff, at 11:54
o'clovit ; a. in., or thereabout, (being
county court day, upon a credit of six
months the following property, to-
wn: A house anti lot situated in the city of
Hopkinsvi le, Ky. that was conveyed to N.
Llpstine by H. Biumenstell and wife by deed
dated Dec. 12, 1871, of record in the Chrlidisti
County- Court lerk'soffice in deed book No.
is, page 351, situated on the west side of Lib-
erty street between mat and 2nd streets in the
nit) of Hopk I neivi Ie. Containing one-eighth
of ati acre fronting -11'4 feet on 1.lberty street
and running back westwardIr IV feet and is
one-half of the lot conveyed to said Blumen-
'dell by H. it. ',Well and wife by deed of drte
3Uth day of September. 1870, lying between
the lot for rerly owned by Mrcid. Ware and
the In of H. T. Met'amy, slime house and lot
now (ex.:inlet' by Mrs. isamberger. Or ;tufa
silent thereof to produce the allifts of money
ordered to Ise made, amounting to
For the purchase price the purchaser , with.
approved surety or sureties, must execute
bond , bearing legal interest from the day of
sale until paid, and having the force and ef-
feet 01's replevin bond. Bidders will be pre-
pared to comply promptly with these terms.
I. BURN err,
wiw&diw(taw. Master Commissioner.
Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circuit Court..
Theresa Harrison and others )
Against 't Equity.
L. A. SY pert, etc.)
By virtue of a jo I • • .1"lit and order of sale
of the Christian 1 .. ..11 ('ourt, rendered al
the March Term thereof, ISM, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door, in Htspitinsville. Ky., to
to the highest bidder, at public auction, ohs
MONDAY, THE 2nd DAY OF rimer., last,
at 12 o'clock, tn. or thereabout (being county
court day) upon • credit of II and 12 months,
the following described property, to-wit:
A tract of land 8 miles south of Hopkins-
yule, In Christian county, Ky.. on thei'ox
Muir...!. containing 51.0 acres, being the
land allotted to M. D. Sypert by the corn-
missionersappointed to divide the estate of
John W. Cocks, deceased, and bounded as
follows: Beginning at two black oaks, Flem-
ing Carter's corner, thence with a line there-
of S. W. 112 poles to • point in the river
(Little River) where it mates a short bend,
and near a sycamore on the north bank,
thence up the river with the meanders there-
of M. 12, k.. 36-i0 poles to a sugar tree and two
ash pointers, N. hitlock and Maeon's corner,
on the north bank of the river; thence IC, ,,
well E. ell polee to • black oak on the point of' a
ridge nears road; thence S. E 279 poles
to a stake on the S. Plde of the Cox Mill road,
thence Carious and Knight's Hue, vu. 1,2, E.
ffil poles to a stake in V. hillock's line, thence
with Whitlock's line N.67, W. 117 poles to a
red oak nears fence in the line aforesaid;
thence 8.54, W. 17 poles to the cross fence
course continued. in all 2110 poles to the be-
ginning. This track of land hies been divid-
ed Into three parcels, and will be sold either
tt in 3 tracts or as a whole, the sale to be made
In the way that will bring the most money.
The parcels ()fiend Into which the tract is di-
vided are described as follows:
LA a NO. Icontains 217 acres, of which 45
acres is in timber, and 172 acres cleared, and
the improvements on this tract consists of a
double log house 1,2 stories high, with an L
containing 2 rooms, a double cabin, a stable
and tobacco barn, large enough to house irit
acres tobacco, This lot in on the east end of
the 5110 acres.
LOT NO.2 adjoins No.1 and Iles west of it,
and contains 216 acres of which 165 is cleared
and 51 acres in timber and has the following
improvements on it: A log house with 3
good rooms, it double log cabin, a small log
cabinand a tobacco barn that will house 25
acres of tobacco.
13 IT No.3 adjoins' lot so. 2 and Iles west of
It and contains 514', acres of lamb all well
timbered.
Also the following tract or parcel of land
lying 2 miles north of Hoplthisville, on the
Madisonvilleroad, being the same tract of
land deeded by John T fironaugh and wife to
H. stypert. and bounded ins follows, to-wit:
Beginning at is post oak;,on a hill, Cart-
wright's corner, thence N. P•1I, E. croseing the
creek, the nilintati track and the Madison-
ville (04id. I1i2 POIPti to a stake on the Nixon
hill, two white oaks originally- called for, but
now gone, thence S. t strikinF an old
marked line about 1 pole E. of the N. E cor-
ner of the field and following same 5112 poles
to a stone near a small walnut tree N. of
Johnson's now Davis') corn crib; thence S.
PM, W. reerossing railroad track and Madison-
ville road. 162 poles more or less to a stage,
Henry Rout's corner, thence N. 8, W. 162
poles nuire or less, to the beginning, and con-
taining 253 acres, exclusive of about S acres
held by the Louisville & Nashville R. R. t'o,
as right of way through said tract of land for
n4'1134141 trade' and railroad purposes.
Or a sufficient quantity thereof to produce
°eau- the sums of money so ordered to be made.
For the purchased price the purchaser, with
approved surety or sureties, must t xecute
bond, bearing legal interest from the day of
sale until pald,khaving the force and effect of
a replevin bond, Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these terms.
t 2t u&t. int str2t I. BURNETT,
Master Commissioner.
By
Christian Circuit Court.
J. MIA% Grisaam )
Exparte.
Mary L. (Kern:ils:am )
This day came the pet Itioners,J 11.Grisaani
and Mary 1..Grissam, his wife, and filed their
exparte petition in the ()Mee of the Clerk of
the Christian Circuit Court praying that the
court would by decree empower the said Ma-
ry L Gristaam to use. enjoy, sell and convey
for her own benefit any property she may
own or hereafter acquire free from the debts
find claims of her said husband. to make con-
tracts, sue sled be sued its a single woman,
and to trade Inc her own nine,,ne and to dispose
of her property by will or deed. It is ordered
that a cope of this order be published in the
C entuckyNew Era, a newspaper published
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, the length of
time prescribed by law. Given under my
maim.! as clerk of Christian Circuit Court this
Aug. 13th, IPM• c IKUS M. ItmotwN, ( lerk.
A copy attest:
C. M IiitOWN. Clerk.
Landes & Clark attorneys for et 'Goners
Assignee Notice.
0, K. Stevens having made an assignment
to me, this is to notify all parties having
claims against him to file mime with use,
properly verified. And all persons indebted
to him will 'dense call on time and settle at
once. JAWKS it. MAYS.
Al/g. 1. PC•31. N-21 tithr & thie.l.
FARM FOR SALE!
lin Thursday Sept. 5th. 0180 at eleven o'clock
we will as executors of the will of Dr. J F
Bell offer for Kale at his late residence near
Douglas station, One-half of his place con-
taining 2.56 stems of land. Also two other
tracts of land of =and II acres. F'or further
information, address
C. D. BELL, Bell, Ky.
W I NSTON H EN HY, Casky.
The Gates of Wonderland Thrown Wide Apart.
TIIE TOWERING MASTODON OF TENTED SHOWS.
Reigning by tight of rtninenee, by right of Merit, by right of Superiority and by Pe(ti ler
Wilt the Exalted Rulers of the Amusement
Sells Brothers
Famous Roman Hippodrome,
Nit, XIV' Gr. CIRCO-IC.1E5-3
Elevated Stage and 5 Continent Menagerie in Mighty Union with
. H. BARRETT'S
MONSTER WORLD'S FAIR,
Will Exhibit at HOPKINSVILLE
ecarlesclay, Septe=.1osa le3t1-1
the 0-0 leading Shoos of the Nation now
traveling and exhibiting tia one.
2 [lig Menageries. 2 Big Elevated Stages.
2 lib.: Hippodromes. 2 Big Circuses.
2 III:: Huge:mi.. 2 Big Partilos.
2 13 Egilippago. 2
The on y -how in America ha. ing anything
new to offer. Entirely reconstructu tl, vastly
improvGI, greatly enlarged /I mmcl Ht,14111ll r (AY,
U ml,-nimbly and Indisputably the great A in ase-
mem boom of the country. No long haired
whackers chatting Buy filthy Indians
•round the ring and called the Wild West, no
ski ing anti dangerous shoot Int under
our eanyas, but a cit•1111. well eotaluettsi, aright,
new and popular exhibition of the splendors
of the Orient and II1C wonders of the Occident.
C s
FLOCK OF OSTRICHES.
—A GENUINE—
u Yip or Devil Horse From Core'
Pair of Midget Samoan Cattle. 4 years old, 21
inches high and weighing but 90 pounds.
'air Full Grown Giant Living Hippopota-
muses, that have gained for Sells Brothers
tame anti fortune.
:minent, Costly and roparelleled Menagerie.
he Greatest Hippodrome ever Canopied under
Canvas,
tie standanl cirrus exhibition of the universe.
Mod Comi.rehensive tirtilthological Collection
Tray cling.
Only Aquarium of Monster Marine Marvels in
A merle's.
Tine home of merit. The birthplace of novelty .
A Circus as pure in its character as the holm,
circle. Chaste, Elegant anti Refined.
A 1111.14 remarkable display on Japatiese, Ara-
bian HMI other foreign Acrobats and
Athletes in • series iof wonder-
fully thrilling acts and
feats.
Forty horses reined and driven by one man.
— -
50 Roman Hippodrome Eldora 50
300 Phenominal Performers.
The children's dream of fairyland sumptuously
exemplified.
Most wonderful exhibition of trained animal,
ever seen.
The Whole Mammoth Show Presented at Once
Circus, Himesteeine, Menagerie. M tWIYUIII. Aviary, Aquarium. Arabian Cara% an, Japanese
Village, Pageants and a world of startling novelties and thrilling features.
21:1.0 Finest Street PareAs Mner °liners. l.x. 1a.ro.e21c0.
Two performanees daily at 2 and 8 p. m. Doors 111.11211 one hour previous.
Admission id all only 50 Cis. Children under !line years 25 Cis.
Also ealtibits in Bowling Green Sept. 17th. Ifendersou Sept. 19th.
Princeton Sept. '20th. Paducah Sept. 21st.
•
Another „Buy Out,
And The Best of Them All.
Mr. N. B. Shyer having determined to close out his
business in Hopkinsville at once to enter the wholesale
Jewelry business in Nashville and wanting to convert his
stock of merchandise into ready cash has sold to us his en-
tire stock of Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings, Trunks
and Rubber Coats at bigger bargains than we have over
yet, with all our good fortune, been able to buy goods. And
true to the principal of our early business training we will
as we have always done in the past, give these goods to our
patrons at our regular rate of small profits upon oor cost.
We don't do this because W6 are more liberal or bigger
hearted than other merchants, but because we can make
more money this way than by holding the goods at their
full value. And that there is more money in this than any
other has been attested over and over again by the immense
patronage we have had since the first day we opened in
Hopkinsville. A patronage, too, that appreciates the course
we follow and buys our bargains quickly, enabling us to
turn our money over often and to be always ready for the
next slaughter sale that comes along.
To catch bargains is our thought by day and our
dream by night. They have been the secret of our suc-
cess, the sledge hammers to our competitors and the win-
ning card with our patrons, and so long as we continue to
sell Clothing, Boots and Shoes in Hopkinsville we mean to
have bargains on hand if they are to be found on the
American Continent. We think we have the plans laid to
get them, the solid money to buy them and an apprecia-
tive trade to purchase them.
Illbrhuy and Undersell"
is cur motto, with it we propose to shake up this county as
it has never been shaken since the convulsions of nature
upheaved these hills and scooped out these valleys and
Brit To Forgot IL
You are goinc to see livelier hustling among Boots,
Shoes and clothing in Hopkinsville this Fall and Winter
than you ever saw in the whole course of your life before.
Just now we will offer the entire stock of clothing bought
of Mr. Shyer at
ne-Half Price.
There are only about 100 suits, Men's Boy's and Chil-
dren's and about 60 overcoats. They won't last long.
Come early.
The Shoes, we have cut a great many of them less than
half price, read:
18 pairs childrens heavy winter shoes $ 25 worth $ 65
36 pairs women's heavy winter shoes • 50 worth 1 00
24 pairs women's kid slippers 25 worth 1 00
12 pairs boy's low cut shoes 50 worth 1 25
48 pairs men's best canvas shoes 50 worth 1 25
36 pairs child's boots 50 worth 1 00
30 pail's old ladies' glove congress shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
5 pairs old la grove button shoes 1 50 worth 2 00
il pairs women's gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
19 pairs women's glo gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
6 pairs kid women's button shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
15 pairs Misses kid button shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
18 pairs women's kid button shoes 1 25 worth 1 75
School shoes at prices below anything you ever heard
of. Everything at cut prices. We will sell this winter
women's arctic overshoes for 50c worth $1.25 and all othkr
rubber goods in proportion TERMS--One price marked
in plain figures---no jewing or dickering.
J.11.1indersoni Co.,
Bush's Stand - - Glass' Corner.
"The Owensboro,'
Manufactured by tne OW'F.N14110R0 WAGON CO.. OWENSBORt K
For durability. elegant appearance and lightness of draft the °wet:abut.° farm wagesas
arts and drmys have no equal. They are the lightest running wagons in the world. They
are made of the hest air 'seasoned timber in the country. Every portion of the wood work la
nade waterproof by thcroughly maturating in boiling linseed oil Every portion is thorough-
ly Ironed and all gears are double braced wove iron, being used more than on any other
wagon on the market. The Isst les are made of the best clear, seasoned lumber, we'll braced
and painted, bottoms are tongued and grooved and will hold small gntiti in bulk. AU well
guaranteed For catalogue and price* address. "OWENSIttJHO WAGON, CO.,
OWENSBORO, yr
4You Ol \til Gallon.
8END ORDERS TO
Kraver de Harris,
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - - - - - KENTUCKY
-
•s.
4Yelluffl .
WHISKY
$2.00
lift GAL
l'h. lug brands kept: Davis-es County and
E. W. Worstiant's Peerless; HIll & Winstead', Silk
Velvet; Ittlisertson l'ounty Corn Whisky; Anderson
County Whisky; White torn Whisky; Rich Grain
Stour Mash Futon County Whisky and Tennessee
Whiskies.
,;\ —Eight different kinds of Wines.-5
Specialties.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN.
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.—Enclose Postal, Money Order or Cash
with your order.
South:-: Kentucky:-:College
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
A. €164313.coco1 fox- MEScotke IIEDeszrems..
The With Session will login TUESDAY. SEP'T 3rd, 1841. This sete .3 offers first•-eistaa
athlvantages Inc English,Science, Ancient Languages, French. German, 
Book-keeping, Hue-
ituti Art. TERMS MODERATE. For catalogue giving full 
luformation
eU 
Addreell JAMES E. SCOBEY, 
Prisliust.
U. Fleming.
,
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ESTABLISHED :1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TM= CHICIC=RMINTG- PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and KurtzmannPianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
/•3
:4
0
;VG); N
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH & NIXON.
T. HERNDON. TOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon & Major,
(Successors to Herndon, Hallums & Co.;
Tobacco
Grange'.'Warehouse,
CARKSV1E, TENN.
Respectfully aolicits the patronagge of farmers and dealers in tobaccothroughout Christian and adjoining counties. Careful and prompt attentionto all business entrusted to us and all orders executed on short notice. Wehave the beat and most commodious house in the West, insuring plenty of
room, and this enables us to dispatch business promptly.
134elirr.kcil.cbia
1889. THE GREAT 1889.
TENNESSEE FAIR
Open to the world. To be held at the
WEST SIDE PARK. NASHVILLE, TENN.
Commencing MONDAY, SEPT. 16th, and con-
tinuing six days.
IcarDemaiumes, 14315,4:w)o.
Etnrance Free! Space Free! Stalls Free.
,This will be the Greatest fair and trotting meeting in the South or West
Reduced Rates
on all railroads and steamboats. All stock exhibited at this fair will be re-turned free on the railroads. Catalogues now ready for distribution.
ADDRESS,
G. if. FOGG, Prasident.
C. H. GILLOCK, Sec'y.,
Room 9, Baxter Block, Nashville, Tenn.
N. Tobin ik Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Hopkinsville, Kentukey.
Special attention given to orders from a distance.
Mr. N. Tobin, of the firm of N. Tobin & Co., htutinst returned from the Haat where hepurchased a full and complete line of fine woolens for fall and winter Parties needinganything an that line would do well to call and see their stock pefore purchasing elsewhere
Pure Kentucky Whisky
Wkieoc.11.4:313aa1 1=0113.x—rocsasie, •
• Anyone who wants& pure Whisky for private or medicinal use can let IL from GEO. wATTINGLY • CO ,Owensboro, Ry , at prisms ranging from $1 SO to al 00 per gallon . OTr • sent to this Inn will reoel v e prompt and surertil attention, deod &.i
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
JOHN FALAND JOHN' FKLAND, JR.
'In FEL ANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Practice in all the courts of the Common-
wealth, the Court of Appeals and the
United States Court.
Office over Petree & Downer's.
8. W•LTOS FOZOT G. M. BELL.
PORGY & BELL,
Attorneys at Law
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
itarOttice over Planters Rank.
13.7711/47-'7EIR.. 77700D,
Attorney at Law
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
Will practice in the courts of Christian
and adjoining counties. d&
PATENIS
Caveats, and Trade•Marke obtained, and all Pat-
ent business conducted for MoolnATE rats
oes OrrICE IS OPPOSITE U S. PATC1c7 OrriCC
and we MO seetire patent in lest Woe thau those
remote from Wa.tiii.zon.
Send model. drawing or photo., with deetrip-
don. We advise, If patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A PAMPHLET. "How to Obtain Patents," with
names of actual clients in your State, county, or
town, sent free. Address,
C.A.SNOW &CO.
Of*. PITANT Orrice. Woriesseeestet tv r
PE/HISYLVANIA §INGE1.Si 5 10 $30 flx..h.T'AZITalaata:
....1.1.tated year. Sur direct or
the matitifachirens. and art onlyNew Illaellinea. ...eat ea Trial.Need for ,'Irculftr• cud Trelimednids,
TKE RELIANCE ..WF•C Co934 liech $te.t. MANA88881. es
Bethel Female College,
Exclusively for Young Ladies .
The Fall Season Will Open on
IONDAY, AUGUST 26, 1889.
DistIngulelied teachers of the Ancient and
Modern Languages are added to the faculty.
Mrs. J 0. Hunt will preside. Special arrange-
ments' may be made by ladies not connected
with college for admission into the classes in
Music, Art, Elocution. Mathematics or the
Modern Languages For information call on
or address the President.
J. W. RUST, llopkinstffile, Ky.
Hopkinsville High School.
The next session of this school for boys andyoung men will begin
Monday August 26th.
Instruction is en in a full course of Eng-
lish, Latin, Greek, German, Mathematics
and Book-keeping. Thorough teaching and
strict dicipline characterizes the 'school. Eo
further information addresa
J. 0. FERRF:LL, llopkinsville, Ky.
GALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The rousts and Largest Hotel in the City.
Kates 1111.80 tie 04.00 Per Day.
According to Location.
TurklifL and Russian baths in Hotel.
DR. HENLEY'SExTaAcT
r
-
tittP1 NO
A Most Effective Combleatioe.
This well known Tonto and Nerrtme !spatting
yrem reputation es &curs for Debility, Dyspep-
sia, and NERVOUS disorders. It relieves all
languid and debilitated tooditioas of the eye
Orr ; strengthens Ur Intellect, and Drily firm-tier;
builds up worn out Nerves ; aids digestion ; re-
...••• impaired or lost Vitality, and Wee. back
youthful exert!' and rigor. It is reasent to the
tiuse, and OW41 regularly Dram Um System rare
Ris depressing Influence of Nialarta.
Pelee—SLOO per Bottle of 14 MUMS&
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
wnsv
Samplc Room.
We have fitted up room No 106
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the finest
stocks of new style furniture ever
handled in this city. We handle all
grades from the best to the cheapest
We are making a specialty of Fine
Bed-room and Parlor sets, Sofas,
Lounges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Racks, Sideboards, Fancy
Plush and Willow Rockers. We als
have a full line of New Wardrobes,
Dining Chairs, Bedst cads, Cradles
Centre tables, Mattresses, Safes and
everything carried in a large whole-
sale and retail house.. We cannot ex-
pect to walk right into business un-
less we offer some extra inducement.
So we will say to one and all, come
examine our
Immense Stoc
We will sell you the best quality of
goods for less money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or ay other large city. We will
not allow
prices
to interfere if we can please you in
our goods. Allow us to offer many
thanks for your past patronage,which
we have enjoyed. We will do our
best :to merit a continuance of the
same.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
and METALIC
COFFINS
and CASKETS,
And can furnish them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr, A. W.
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
attend to all funerals entrusted to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
Rialhaw lc }huhu.
ALESMEH t% rare the largestgoods b)sampito the whole-tle awl ietall girlie.
men tAi sell our
We wish a few
iliamilmettirerr. lit our the. Enclose LWo.
cent Mein', A !wi 11.}11 . It WAGEposition. No 'memo.. pam to S
1/.4.111 ea rda. M •. iid...u,eo 0 0
I..r a we.; Pm c “ I, .•. etc. aC•nt•on ,•t PAanofscluring CO.,
,i......fia Irl itliti E2......: PER DAY. 
THE HARLAN FEUDS.
tiov. Buckner Does Not Think It
Necessary to Send Troops to
Quell Thrill.
Lototivini.s, Ky., August L8..Gov.
Buckner with Judge Wiliam Lewis
and D. N. Cull, a prominent citizen
of Harlan county, were conferring
with Judge Boyd during mood of yes-
terday afternoon. Gov. Buckner said
he had not yet made up his mind and
gave the impression that no troops
would be sent. It was stated that
there was only a small number of
outlaws and they could be successful-
ly dealt with by the local authorities.
Judge Boyd said there was not suf-
ficient secrecy in the movements
against the outlaws or they might
have been taken already. Since it
has been published that Judge Boyd
is here in conference he is apprehen-
sive that an attempt may be made to
waylay him on his tour through the
mountain counties which constitute
his district. The fact that a dozen
Harlin county people are here, afraid
to return except under military pro-
tection, does not agree with the im-
pression given that troops will be
sent. Many think plans are being
quietly matured to terminate the
Harlem feuds permanently, and Mis-
souri may soon have Howard and
Jennings for trial.
Relit Wlas.
We desire to say to our citizens,
that for years we have been selling
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Dr. King's New Life Pills,
Bucklin's Arnica Salve and Electric
Bitten', and have never handled rem-
edies, that sell as well, or that have
givensucn universal satisfaction. We
do not hesitate to guarantee them
every time, and we stand ready to
refund the purchase price, if satisfac-
tory results do not follow their use
These remedies have won their grea
popularity purely on their mer lie.
HARRY B. GARNER, DIU j 1lit
To the Public.
I ant pleased to say that all ar-
rangements necessary to the begin-
ning of the fortieth session of South
Kentucky college have been made.
That the work of the college can be,
and will be successfully done, is
guaranteed by the faculty secured.
In addition to the Professors usual
in the literary courses of study,
teachers of first class ability haye
been employed for music, art and
elocution. Those who may desire to
make any one of these a specialty
have the opportunity.
Prof. A. O. Reichert, who will
teach music at South Kentucky Col-
lege next session, is too well known
to need a word from us in praise of
his ability. He is universally ac-
knowledged to be a first class Illt1141-
clan as well as a splendid teacher.
We congratulate the school and the
people of Hopkinsville generally,
that ht is again to make his home
with us, and to give himself wholy
to the labor of his profession.
He will arrive in the city Monday
next, and will then be pleased to see
any who may want his services.
It is not necessary to belong to one
department to be entitled to the
benefits of another. All arrange-
ments can be made by calling or
corresponding with me.
Remember the session begins
Tuesday, Sept. 3d., and be as prompt
as possible in entering.
Asking a liberal share of public
patronage we desire all interested in
education in the city to consider this
an individual application for their
support. Call on or address
JAS. E. Scoei:v, Premt.
Blair Says It's All Right.
Mr. 8.0. Blair, Chicago, says:"W.)
"could not keep house without your
"Clarke's Extract of Flax Skin Cure
"and Cough Cure. We have used
"both for numerous troubles, espe-
"cially for our child. We recom-
"mend the Cough Cure to every fain-
"Ily having children. We used it for
"whooping cough with remarkably
"quick and satisfactory results, and
"uat it for any and every cough the
"family may have." Only one size,
large bottle. Price $1.00. If you
want the best toilet soap get Clarke'a
Flax Soap. Ask H. B. Garner, drug-
gist, for these preparations.
Board of Health.
The attention of the Board of Coun-
cil, of Hopkinsville, is hereby called
to the following provisions of the
General Statutes of Kentucky.
"It shall be the duty of the board of
trustees or council of every incorpor-
ated city, town or village in this state,
of less than ten thousand and more
than two thousand five hundred in-
habitants, to appoint a board of
health for such city, town or village,
to consist of three persons not mem-
bers of such board of trustee or coun-
cil, who shall hold their office for a
term of three years, and until their
successors have been appointed. Such
boards of health shall organize with-
in ten days of their appointment, and
shall elect a competent physi..ian,
who shall be the health officer of such
city, town or village, and the execu-
tive officer of and ex-officio a mem-
ber of such board of health."
TLKHIBLE FOREWARNINGS.
Cough in the morning, hurried o
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quickened
breath, chilliness in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the first stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, aud is sold
under a pesitive.guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
sie
Thomas Having A Tough Time.
Greenville Echo: Rev. It. Y.Thoni-
as, of Caseyville, was in town yester-
day. From him We learn that the
condition of his son, It. Y. Thomas,
Jr., is but little improved. The
broken bone had to be rebroken about
a month ago, since which time the
rekn 'Mug procese has not set up again
The prospects are now that an addi-
tional surgical operation will have to
be undergone If the Ii nib ever becomes
useful again.
• •••••---
PROMPTNESS.
First a cold, then a cough, then
consumption, then death. "I took
Dr. Acker's English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to couKli, and I believe it saved my
ife."—W A I.TIRK N. WALLACE, Wash
ngton. Sold by H. B. Garner, drug
ist.
• Blown Up.
Lexisorroe, Ka., Aug. 2.5.—About
noon yesterday Richard Delaney,
aged 30, a workman in Cahill quarry,
near this city, was blown up while
drilling out a missed hole, and was
so badly injured thai his life is de-
spaired of.
Reprieved.
Li:xiSIVTON, Ky., Aug.
O'Brien, who was to have been hang-
ed here Saturday for the murder of
Betty Shea, has been granted a re-
prieve by the Governor. O'Brien's
case will now go to the Court of Ap-
peals,
SHE IS "GRATEFUL."
"I saved the life of my little girl by
a prompt use of Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for Consumption."—Mrs
Wit. V. Hasaimix, New York
gold by H. B. Gamer, Druggist.
CORPORAL TANNED.
The Valiant Warrior Takes a Tilt at
Henry Watterson.
CHAUTAUQUA; N. Y., August
Corporal Tanner addressed the
largest audience of the season here
Saturday afternoon. Two thousand
veterans were present. lie said:
"Henry Watterson, who was a rebel
at heart without the heart to tight,
has said in his paper (and it is only
one of the very ninny lies he has told)
that the size of the pensions 11w vont-
tuitisioner would grant would depend
on his condition ; that if he was sober
he would give the boys $12 a month,
but if he was drunk, as he usually is,
he would give $24 a month. The
only time I ever KILW Wattersou was
in N‘'amilington and he was very,
very drunk then. They say we
are bankrupting the nation and
yet Secretary Windom collies out
with a report showing the surplus
greater than ever. Every tuan who
Is paying taxes ought to be in favor
of pensions. The money goes into
every city, village and hamlet, and it
is circulated like the blood in the
veins of the body."
POPULAR BOOKS.
Ill. Impossible to Tell Why Some
Books Fail and Others Slatted.
The Great Masts of Readers Never
Stop to Analyze, Conssequently can
Give no Opinion on the Book
Probably Just Read.
It would probably furnish the ma-
terial for not a little amusement if the
readers of the popular books of the
day were forced to tell exactly what
they thought of them, why they liked
or disliked them, and what they
regard as their strongest and their
weakest points. In the majority of
cases it would doubtless be found that
the readers of the class of literature
generally known as popular have
never taken the trouble of defining to
themselves what they do think con-
cerning what they read, and it is not
unlikely that in many cases the hu-
miliating discovery might be made
that they had no thoughts with which
to acquaint themselves or anybody
else.
It is a truth so trite that one has to
apologize for mentioning it that the
people in general do not think at all,
and it is at best into the class of mor-
tals who think they think that the
majority of mankind must he put.
This is, however, very much a matter
of education. The world over, it has
always been the danger of educational
systems that they would substitute the
easier trick of teaching facts for the
legitimate end of education than of
teaching pupils to think. It is so easy
to induce students to take up with
scrap and remnants of other people's
wisdom, therewith to conglomerate
for themselves a shell after the man-
ner of the caddis worm of our brooks,
that everywhere we see this done, and
the real aim of instruction entirely
neglected.
All this, however, is only indirectly
connected with the reasons why pop-
ular novels are popular. The causes in
many cases really seem past all find-
ing out. Of novels like "Assur Ti-
gleth" it is easy to see that the
mingling of sentiment and theology
was the fetching thing; of "There" it
is evident that the secret lay in its un-
adulterated sensationalism; "Cupid's
Back Parlor" was evidently popular
simply because its nastiness got it
talked about; and so on for others.
There still remain many of the books
which sell most largely, in which one
sees no reason for a second glance,
which yet achieve a popularity that if
brief ismost astonishingly wide. They
seem to have all the faults that a book
can have, and even not infrequently
to add that crowning, unpardonable
sin of being dull, and yet there is the
publisher's account with the author
giving statements, backed up by the
Irrefutable testimony of a Check
for royalties, showing that they sell in
multitudes.
Even the experts cannot tell why
such and such a book succeeds and
such and such a book fails. Of many
a book they can with certainty predict
the fate, but the phenomenal works
are apt to prove too much for their
sagacity. "I have been in the pub-
lishing business twenty-five years,"
a publisher said recently, "and I can-
not tell now what makes a book sell
and what makes it fail." The mystery
is hidden; and yet it would seem that
each individual should at least be able
to tell how the book has affected him.
To collect these opinions and there-
from deduce the principle underlying
popularity is not possible, but it will
at least tend to the improvement of
the individual mind to studiously ex-
amine one's sensations over these pop-
ular works with a view of coming at
the truth; and who can tell how soon
one of the people who make popular
books popular may haply by self ex-
amination discover the secret, and be
able to disclose it tea curious and
waiting world.—Boston Courier.
An Old Home.
I heard a story lately of one of the
experiences of a minister which are
sometimes pathetic and sometimes
amusing. An old parson was very
much in need of a horse, and the sis-
ters of the flock determined to raise
the money to buy him the desired ani-
mal. After much exertion they raised
an amount considerably below the es-
timated price, and the beast acquired
was proportionately deficient in tho
qualities which make Buceplaalus su-
perior to Rosinante.
One day when the horse was tied in
front of the parsonage, a sporting man
drove by and, seeing the outfit, stopped
and remarked to the parson: "Well,
dominie, that isn't much of an animal
the sisters gave you, is it?" "Don't
say a word against the horse," said the
parson indignantly; "that's a better
beast than my Saviour rode into Jeru-
salem."
The sport gravely descended from
his carriage, examined the horse's
legs, gazed into his blinded eyes and
looked at his teeth. As he closed the
horse's mouth and turned away, he
laconically remarked:
"Same beast, parson, same beast."—
St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Eating vs. Drinking.
Wo are corrected for saying that
the French Canadians eat pea soup.
This correction proceeds from Hamil-
ton, where, we Infer, they drink pea
soup. It depends upon the kind of
pea soup. You can drink the kind
they serve in the aristocratic man-
sions and palatial hotels of Hamilton,
because it has no peas in it, those vul-
gar vegetables having been removed
before it gets to the table. But you
can't drink the good, old fashioned
pea soup that the habitants and other
humble people eat, because it is all
peas. You might as well talk about
quaffing a flowing bowl of porridge.
—Toronto Globe.
l'AEE IT IN TINE.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never neglect small things.
The first signs of pneumonia and
consumption can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. Garner, druggist.
•
A New Line,
LOUISVILLE, Ky., August :!6.—A
new railroad will soon be under con-
struction front Nicholasville, Ky., to
Lancaster, Ky., twenty-five miles.
It will shorten the rail route to Lan-
caster by twenty-five miles.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
came hetne one evening, feelings pe-
culiar tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, lie tried to draw a long
breath but found it almost impossible.
He suffered four days froni pneumo-
nia, and the doctors gave him up. Dr.
Acker's English remedy for consump-
tion saved him and he is well t.
Sold by H. B. Garner, druggists.
Couldn't Face the Music.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., August :36.—W.
H. Smith, a retail grocery man, has
disappeared. He was niuch in debt.
Sunday lie told his wife a heavy note
would fall due and he could not face
his inability to pay it. His wife has
just told this.
A FOOLISH GIRL.
She Tries to Baru Wit a Flue MIA
Po% der and Is Severely
Burned.
Her Injuries %ery Painful But Not
Dangeroua--Her Bristlier
Saves Her,
The Henderson Journal says: Miss
Thereisea Mullen, a young lady who
resides with her fattier at the :city
hospital, met with a serious accident
Thureaay morning at about 6 o'clock.
The young lady arose about 5
o'clock that morning and after dress-
ing herself went in the kitchen and
attempted to light a fire in the stove.
She got the kindling ready and after
preparing it carefully placed it in po-
sition in the stove. She then took
down a coal oil can and poured some
oil over the wood. The wood still re-
fused to flame up, and the lady think-
ing that the flue was stopped up went
and got some powder. She took a
small quantity of the powder and,
without once thinking of the danger,
lifted up the lid of th. stove and
threw the inflamable article into the
fire. The powder blazed up in an in-
stant and the unfortunate young la-
dy, with a cry of horror, threw back
her head and attempted to get out of
the way of the circling blaze. But
she was too late and the flames soon
enveloped her form and encircled her
body.
To add to the horror, the remaining
portion of the powder in her hand
was ignited, and burned her mem-
bers frightfully. The unfortunate
young woman was horror-stricken,
but retained her senses and screamed
at the top of her voice for help. Her
brother hearing the screams, rushed
to her assistance, and soon had all
the clothing torn from her body. Her
form was then enveloped in a com-
fort, and the badly burned woman
taken to her room. On examination
it was found that both her hands
were badly burnt, also her shoulders
and neck. The latter part of her
body had the worst burns, as part
of the powder had buried itself in the
flesh. Dr. Ben Letcher was sum-
moned and dressed the wounds.
The young lady was resting easy
last night, and in an improved con-
dition.
MURDER AND SUICIDE.
A Man Fatally Shoots his Wife and
1 lien HInewlf.
The Paducah Standard gives tlw
following account of a murder and
suicide which occurred at Shawnee-
town, Ill., last week:
Thursday morning EmanuelBrooks
shot his wife twice and then himself,
and finished his horrible work by
jumping in the river and drowning.
Brooks and his wife were living
apart. Mrs. Brooks had been a pros-
titute before marriage, and their mar-
ried life was not pleasant. She took
up her abode on a shanty boat with
another man, while Brooks took two
children of a former marriage and
went to live with his sister. SIttur-
day night last he lost his situation,
and brooded over this fact considera-
bly. At the time indicated he picked
up a revolver, and walking down to
the river called his wife out on the
bank. They were seen to engage in
a short conversation and then he
drew his pistol and shot her in the
head and arm. He then placed the
pistol to his temple and fired, the ball
passing entirely through his head
and destroying his eyesight. A sec-
ond shot was fired, tearing away the
jaw.
Several persons standing further up
the bill saw the affair and ran down
to where the murderer was. Evident-
ly hearing the crowd approaching
Brooks ran to the river and plunged
in, drowning before he could be res-
cued.
The woman did not die, though it
is hardly possible she can recto Cr, as
the ball as near as can be located is
lodged in the brain.
The brother of Brooks, who is a
respected merchant of Vincennes
went to Shawneetown yesterday and
carried the remains of the murderer
for burial.
Their Rashness Rousing.
Probably no one thing him. caused
such a general revival of trade at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy
drug store 68 their giving away to
their customers of so many free trial
oottlee of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption. Their trade is
simply enormous in this valuable ar-
ticle from the fact that it always
cures and never disappoints. Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup,
and all throat and lung diseases quick-
cured. You can test it before buying
by getting a trial bottle free, large
size $1. Every bottle warranted.
Local And Personal.
Ky., Aug., 23rd—Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Wittield are spending
a few days with relatives in Ten-
eseee.
Mr. C. II. Bush and family have
been spending some time with rela-
tives and friends in our neighbor-
hood.
R. S. Fraser and wife, of California,
are visiting his mother, Mrs. Thai.
Terry, this week. Mr. Fraser reports
every thing prosperous in California.
Miss Alice Hester died very sud-
denly last week. We sympathize
greatly with the bereaved parents.
Prof. 'I'. E. Peters, of Greenville,
Ky., is with us again this week. We
cannot blame Tim for coming so
often as his wife is spending vacation
with his parents and he has been
married only about two months.
Mr. Sam Herder was in our town
on yesterday.
Col. James H.  Hamilton, Roaring
Swings, was on our streets yesterday.
I'd K. Martin is serving uteri,' in
the Jail for d ru n ken ness. En s.
THOUG II TS OF 11031E.
Night shades are fading hot,
Tit.. .tars begin to peep.
The pale moon shin, s sot last,
The sun rests in tile deep.
A'one I sit and sigh
For past days dear to me
When a little child,
Mat on my father's knee.
I. I, bright was our old I ,
Where sunshine always played,
Where aorniw never come
To turn sunshine into shade.
Till death at last did roam
Down to our little nest
And teire our loved ones 
Where there Is rest, sweet ri.st .
And as I think to-night
Row winged time did My
When this sad heart was light
A tear drop stains my eye.
Still we Who are left beh tut
Must not of hint complain
"Who loveth all mankind"
And with us will remain.
Content on lets linger here
Till we are beckoned o'er
By those we love so dear
On that far bright shore
When all Is bright and fa r,
Then.•Il no more parting he,
We'll have one home up there
Tbniugh all eternity.
Pembroke, Ky. JENNIE ItICHAH1.tioN.
•••••11.
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Syrup of Figs.
Produced from the laxative and nu-
trious juice of California figs, com-
bined with the medical virtues of
plants known to be. the most benefi-
cial to the human system, acts gently
on the kidneys, liver and bowels, ef-
fectually cleansing the system, dis-
pelling colds and headaches, and
curing habitual constipation.
The Best in the Wold!
THE WAIN A. WOOD REAPS
Took the Find Prise ut the international F:xposit Ion, Barneiona, Kirwan, at the rsiiiis
Expoeition, 1(1,-i l; at the Spanish Exposition, Iteraguswa; and also bore oil
the gold medal at the grand got eminent field trials in France and Tunis.
It Leads All Others and Stands Without An Equal.
Every Machine is perfectly constructed and of the highest quality. Call ou us Lefore )ouhi' y a reaper or and retie( y,,unself of the merits of this great 411in-ester. We alsohandle
Russql & Co's Stei Threshers and Traction Engines.
which stand dt the head in :,11 particulars. KOMI' (IIIP will be found al our room.. day
night, to Ilirtiisit repair. and supplies of all kind. tor our machinery. We are slit nt.. for
Perkins Wind-Mills Pumps and Tanks
It regulates Itself perfectly in all kinds of weather, •nd does not need any side v are-s. gov-
erning halls or levers, A PERKINs WINDMILL. Ili-font wheel, will supply any
ordinary farm with plenty of water for •Il t listLarlouti titilpoPeS, Ptid the
price Is within the reach of all, and it is indispossatiltile to the wide-
11 wake farmer. Call on us before you buy .
B. & C. T. Mason,
Illpkins' ('or. loth and Main streets
T. It. Hs/scot-K. C. It. Iletteer. J. T. EDWARDS. W.I. FAASII
Hancock Hallums & Co.,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
GRACEY TOtiRleibRSWAREHOUSE
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT
a. HACNOCK, Salesman. W. J. ELY Book—Kp
IlctllSejolariscori,
 
 DEALERS IN 
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS.
Virginia Street, Between sth and 9th, Hopkinsville, Ky.
We will duplicate any monumental work put up in Christian county by any foreigndealer and Miscount their price front 10 to B per cent
TTER COLLEGE.FOR YOUNG LADIES, -
Bowling Green, Ky.
‘n Elegant Building, PIO Rooms, handsomely furnished. Steam Rested, Gas LightedI. Bath Rooms, With hot and cold water. A Sple•did Table Fine Reading Rooms. EzeelleatLibrary. 13 Officers. Thorough Course, Fine Art Studio and Conservatory of Music. 5 heis-t:1 7;r j'i'o charges for books and lecture spurges. A perfect home. Oiot Paws. .'so KITE .
Nits,. B. F. CADELL. M. A. 1. PH.. Par-mous .
AL
Twelve COLLEGE
DANVILLE KY.
, —Thirtieth year.—
tie. all the Iii li
.• • 
SAVE
 20
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SAVE
- BY BUYING YOUR
• • •
ry Goods Clothing
BOOTS AND SHOES
-- -AND
Gent's furnishings,
FROM
IKE LIPSTINE.
He cau and will sell you goods cheaper than
any house in town. All goods warranted to
be as represented. Remember the place,
Ike Lipstine,
Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
OM. 
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ELECTRICITYAND THE VITAL FORCE
"I flCrirs 1f1 641, ON.
33y 3331E11V11,1E" 1:111 MT, M. D.
This la a New and Masterly Medical Treatise, and indispensable to every YOUNC. MIDDLE-AC ED. and OLD MAN who I. suffering from WealLnews, Languor, Loos of Memory, Raiddulness,
Depression of Spirits, Liver Complauit, 1 h /Yes 1 the Kidneys, and all diaries dependent apes
Isacildents Ezeieseers, Folly, Vim, Ignorance, Nervous Debility, Vital Exhaustion, and
THE ERRORS oFYOUTH AND MANHOOD.
Bound is leather, full gilt. Price, only one dollar, by mall, pealed in plain wrapper, postpaid,
CONFIDENTIAL. Address Baser Du Motet., m. P , No. &MI Columbus Avenue, or P. 0 Box3462, Boston, Maas. Prefatory Lecture with numerous testunoolala from high sourced, free to sill.
This is the only ELECTRO-MIE MVO PI4 YSIOLOC If ever published, &La is absolutely complete
and perfect. It la invaluable to all acted, as at roaches the very roma and vitals of diaries.
EXPERT HOMETREATMENTit:o
Irlortm"airnaemellic Mosorf,111171;.b,ywtheo hdastitInDirul:684C0117Rth"Eli DOSITIVE •
strictest conti,dence,in person orb, letter,st his Elmira.
SINCE OF MANHOOD. may be consulted CURE.THE [LIVE OF LIFE AND THE TRUE it
Ilisituo tuiiieaar No.351 Columbus A • . , Boston, liar.
"I !Mahn a VOICE, IT SAID, 'looms AND AM*"
1
HIMNEYS 
:1;SE LTOPLAM I'
*r
1:1
.r,
THE
MADE ONLY BY 
IN THEwoRLD
40..A.MACBETHiCO. Pars BU G H.PA.
,
Privilege of Lectures.
Museurn.A prorates, In
alltirrhalt 1. to. ersity.
Thrt, larre h.uiidtnys, Pact y pup.is romitiyhcst advantages in Mule. Art. balitammuss,Health. Accessibility. Folly LguIpp....1 Gymnasium. Address
Rev. Gee. W. F. Price, 0.0.. President, Nashville. Tenn.
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